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GENERALIZED COINVARIANT ALGEBRAS FOR WREATH PRODUCTS
KIN TUNG JONATHAN CHAN AND BRENDON RHOADES
Abstract. Let r be a positive integer and let Gn be the reflection group of n×nmonomial matrices
whose entries are rth complex roots of unity and let k ≤ n. We define and study two new graded
quotients Rn,k and Sn,k of the polynomial ring C[x1, . . . , xn] in n variables. When k = n, both
of these quotients coincide with the classical coinvariant algebra attached to Gn. The algebraic
properties of our quotients are governed by the combinatorial properties of k-dimensional faces in
the Coxeter complex attached to Gn (in the case of Rn,k) and r-colored ordered set partitions of
{1, 2, . . . , n} with k blocks (in the case of Sn,k). Our work generalizes a construction of Haglund,
Rhoades, and Shimozono from the symmetric group Sn to the more general wreath products Gn.
1. Introduction
The coinvariant algebra of the symmetric group Sn is among the most important Sn-modules in
combinatorics. It is a graded version of the regular representation of Sn, has structural properties
deeply tied to the combinatorics of permutations, and gives a combinatorially accessible model for
the action of Sn on the cohomology ring H
•(G/B) of the flag manifold G/B.
Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [14] recently defined a generalization of the Sn-coinvariant
algebra which depends on an integer parameter k ≤ n. The structure of their graded Sn-module
is governed by the combinatorics of ordered set partitions of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} with k blocks.
The graded Frobenius images of this module is (up to a minor twist) either of the combinatorial
expressions Risen,k(x; q, t) or Valn,k(x; q, t) appearing in the Delta Conjecture of Haglund, Remmel,
and Wilson [13] upon setting t = 0. The Delta Conjecture is a generalization of the Shuffle
Conjecture in the field of Macdonald polynomials; this gives the first example of a ‘naturally
constructed’ module with Frobenius image related to the Delta Conjecture.
A linear transformation t ∈ GLn(C) is a reflection if the fixed space of t has codimension 1 in C
n
and t has finite order. A finite subgroupW ⊆ GLn(C) is called a reflection group if W is generated
by reflections. Given any complex reflection group W , there is a coinvariant algebra RW attached
to W . The algebra RW is a graded W -module with structural properties closely related to the
combinatorics of W . In this paper we provide a Haglund-Rhoades-Shimozono style generalization
of RW in the case where RW belongs to the family of reflection groups G(r, 1, n) = Zr ≀Sn.
The general linear group GLn(C) acts on the polynomial ring C[xn] := C[x1, . . . , xn] by linear
substitutions. If W ⊂ GLn(C) is any finite subgroup, let
C[xn]
W := {f(xn) ∈ C[xn] : w.f(xn) = f(xn) for all w ∈W}
denote the associated subspace of invariant polynomials and let C[xn]
W
+ ⊂ C[xn]
W denote the
collection of invariant polynomials with vanishing constant term. The invariant ideal IW ⊂ C[xn]
is the ideal IW := 〈C[xn]
W
+ 〉 generated by C[xn]
W
+ and the coinvariant algebra is RW := C[xn]/IW .
The quotient RW is a graded W -module. A celebrated result of Chevalley [6] states that if W
is a complex reflection group, then RW is isomorphic to the regular representation C[W ] as a
W -module.
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Notation. Throughout this paper r will denote a positive integer. Unless otherwise
stated, we assume r ≥ 2. Let ζ := e
2πi
r ∈ C and let G := 〈ζ〉 be the multiplicative
group of rth roots of unity in C×.
Let us introduce the family of reflection groups we will focus on. A matrix is monomial if it has
a unique nonzero entry in every row and column. Let Gn be the group of n×n monomial matrices
whose nonzero entries lie in G. For example, if r = 3 we have
g =

0 0 ζ 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 ζ2
ζ 0 0 0
 ∈ G4.
Matrices in Gn may be thought of combinatorially as r-colored permutations π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n , where
π1 . . . πn is a permutation in Sn and c1 . . . cn is a sequence of ‘colors’ in the set {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}
representing powers of ζ. For example, the above element of G4 may be represented combinatorially
as g = 41201132.
In the usual classification of complex reflection groups we have Gn = G(r, 1, n). The group Gn
is isomorphic to the wreath product Zr ≀Sn = (Zr × · · · × Zr) ⋊Sn, where the symmetric group
Sn acts on the n-fold direct product of cyclic groups Zr× · · · ×Zr by coordinate permutation. For
the sake of legibility, we suppress reference to r in our notation for Gn and related objects.
Let In ⊆ C[xn] be the invariant ideal associated to Gn. We have In = 〈e1(x
r
n), . . . , en(x
r
n)〉,
where
ed(x
r
n) = ed(x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n) :=
∑
1≤i1<···<id≤n
xri1 · · · x
r
id
is the dth elementary symmetric function in the variable powers xr1, . . . , x
r
n. Let Rn := C[xn]/In
denote the coinvariant ring attached to Gn.
The algebraic properties of the quotient Rn are governed by the combinatorial properties of
r-colored permutations in Gn. Chevalley’s result [6] implies that Rn ∼= C[Gn] as ungraded Gn-
modules. The fact that e1(x
r
n), . . . , en(x
r
n) is a regular sequence in C[xn] gives the following expres-
sion for the Hilbert series of Rn:
(1.1) Hilb(Rn; q) =
n∏
i=1
1− qri
1− q
=
∑
g∈Gn
qmaj(g),
where maj is the major index statistic on Gn (also known as the flag-major index; see [12]). Bango
and Biagoli [4] described a descent monomial basis {bg : g ∈ Gn} of Rn whose elements satisfy
deg(bg) = maj(bg). Stembridge [22, Thm. 6.6] described the graded Gn-module structure of Rn
using (the r ≥ 1 generalization of) standard Young tableaux.
When r = 1 and Gn = Sn is the symmetric group, Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [14, Defn.
1.1] introduced and studied a generalization of the coinvariant algebra Rn depending on a positive
integer k ≤ n. In this paper we extend [14, Defn. 1.1] to r ≥ 2 by introducing the following two
families of ideals In,k, Jn,k ⊆ C[xn].
Definition 1.1. Let n, k, and r be nonnegative integers which satisfy n ≥ k, n ≥ 1, and r ≥ 2. We
define two quotients of the polynomial ring C[xn] as follows.
(1) Let In,k ⊆ C[xn] be the ideal
In,k := 〈x
kr+1
1 , x
kr+1
2 , . . . , x
kr+1
n , en(x
r
n), en−1(x
r
n), . . . , en−k+1(x
r
n)〉
and let Rn,k be the corresponding quotient:
Rn,k := C[xn]/In,k.
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(2) Let Jn,k ⊆ C[xn] be the ideal
Jn,k := 〈x
kr
1 , x
kr
2 , . . . , x
kr
n , en(x
r
n), en−1(x
r
n), . . . , en−k+1(x
r
n)〉
and let Sn,k be the corresponding quotient:
Sn,k := C[xn]/Jn,k.
Both of the ideals In,k and Jn,k are homogeneous and stable under the action of Gn on C[xn]. It
follows that the quotients Rn,k and Sn,k are graded Gn-modules. The ring introduced in [14, Defn.
1.1] is the ideal Sn,k with r = 1.
When k = n, it can be shown 1 that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the variable power xnri lies in the invariant
ideal In, so that In,n = Jn,n = In, and Rn,n = Sn,n are both equal to the classical coinvariant algebra
Rn for Gn. At the other extreme, we have Rn,0 ∼= C (the trivial representation in degree 0) and
Sn,0 = 0.
The reader may wonder why we are presenting two generalizations of the ring of [14] rather than
one. The combinatorial reason for this is the presence of zero blocks in the Gn-analog of ordered
set partitions. These zero blocks do not appear in the case of [14] when r = 1 (or in the case of the
classical coinvariant algebra when k = n). Roughly speaking, the ring Sn,k will be a ‘zero block
free’ version of Rn,k. These rings will be related in a nice way (see Proposition 6.1), and Sn,k will
be easier to analyze directly.
The generators of the ideal In,k defining the quotient Rn,k come in two flavors:
• high degree invariant polynomials en(x
r
n), en−1(x
r
n), . . . , en−k+1(x
r
n), and
• a collection of polynomials xkr+11 , . . . , x
kr+1
n whose linear span span{x
kr+1
1 , . . . , x
kr+1
n } is
stable under the action of Gn and carries the dual of the defining action of Gn on C
n.
This extends the two flavors of generators for the ideal of [14]. In the context of the 0-Hecke algebra
Hn(0) attached to the symmetric group, Huang and Rhoades [15] defined another ideal (denoted in
[15] by Jn,k ⊆ F[xn], where F is any field) with analogous types of generators: high degree Hn(0)-
invariants together with a copy of the defining representation of Hn(0) sitting in homogeneous
degree k. It would be interesting to see if the favorable properties of the corresponding quotients
could be derived from this choice of generator selection in a more conceptual way.
In this paper we will prove that the structures of the rings Rn,k and Sn,k are controlled by
Gn-generalizations of ordered set partitions. We will use the usual q-analog notation
[n]q := 1 + q + · · ·+ q
n−1 [n]!q := [n]q[n− 1]q · · · [1]q[
n
a1, . . . , ar
]
q
:=
[n]!q
[a1]!q · · · [ar]!q
[
n
a
]
q
:=
[n]!q
[a]!q[n− a]!q
.
We also let revq be the operator which reverses the coefficient sequences in polynomials in the
variable q (over any ground ring). For example, we have
revq(8q
2 + 7q + 6) = 6q2 + 7q + 8.
Let Stir(n, k) be the (signless) Stirling number of the second kind counting set partitions of [n] into
k blocks and let Stirq(n, k) denote the q-Stirling number defined by the recursion
Stirq(n, k) = [k]q · Stirq(n− 1, k) + Stirq(n− 1, k − 1)
for n, k ≥ 1 and the initial condition Stirq(0, k) = δ0,k. Deferring various definitions to Section 2,
we state our main results.
• As ungraded Gn-modules we have
Rn,k ∼= C[Fn,k] and Sn,k ∼= C[OPn,k],
1By [5, Sec. 7.2] under the change of variables (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n) we have x
nr
n ∈ In, and the ideal In is
stable under Sn.
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where Fn,k is the set of k-dimensional faces in the Coxeter complex attached to Gn and
OPn,k is the set of r-colored ordered set partitions of [n] with k blocks (Corollary 4.12). In
particular, we have
dim(Rn,k) =
n−k∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
· rn−z · k! · Stir(n − z, k),
dim(Sn,k) = r
n · k! · Stir(n, k).
• The Hilbert series Hilb(Rn,k; q) and Hilb(Sn,k; q) are given by (Corollary 4.11)
Hilb(Rn,k; q) =
n−k∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
· qkrz · revq([r]
n−z
q · [k]!qr · Stirqr(n− z, k)),
Hilb(Sn,k; q) = revq([r]
n
q · [k]!qr · Stirqr(n, k)).
• Endow monomials in C[xn] with the lexicographic term order. The standard monomial
basis of Rn,k is the collection of monomials m = x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n whose exponent sequences
(a1, . . . , an) are componentwise ≤ some shuffle of the sequences (r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1)
and (kr, . . . , kr︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
).
The standard monomials basis of Sn,k is the collection of monomials m = x
b1
1 · · · x
bn
n
whose exponent sequences (b1, . . . , bn) are componentwise ≤ some shuffle of the sequences
(r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and (kr − 1, . . . , kr − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
) (Theorem 4.13).
• There is a generalization of Bango and Biagoli’s descent monomial basis of Rn to the rings
Rn,k and Sn,k (Theorems 5.8 and 5.10).
• We have an explicit description of the graded isomorphism type of the Gn-modules Rn,k
and Sn,k in terms of standard Young tableaux (Theorem 6.14).
Although the properties of the rings Rn,k (and Sn,k) shown above give natural extensions of
the corresponding properties of Rn, the proofs of these results will be quite different. Since the
classical invariant ideal In is cut out by a regular sequence e1(x
r
n), . . . , en(x
r
n), standard tools
from commutative algebra (the Koszul complex) can be used to derive the graded isomorphism
type of Rn. Since neither the dimension dim(Rn,k) =
∑n−k
z=0
(n
z
)
· rn−z · k! · Stir(n − z, k) nor
dim(Sn,k) = r
n · k! · Stir(n, k) have nice product formulas, we cannot hope to apply this technology
to our situation.
Replacing the commutative algebra machinery used to analyze Rn will be combinatorial com-
mutative algebra machinery (Gro¨bner theory and straightening laws) which will determine the
structure of Rn,k. Although some portions of our analysis will follow from the arguments of [14]
after making the change of variables (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n), other arguments will have to be
significantly adapted to account for the possible presence of zero blocks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give background material related to
r-colored ordered set partitions, the Coxeter complex ofGn, symmetric functions, the representation
theory of Gn, and Gro¨bner theory. In Section 3 we prove some polynomial and symmetric function
identities that will be helpful in later sections. In Section 4 we calculate the standard monomial
bases of Rn,k and Sn,k with respect to the lexicographic term order and calculate the Hilbert series
of these quotients. In Section 5 we present our generalizations of the Bango-Biagoli descent
monomial basis of Rn to obtain descent monomial-type bases for Rn,k and Sn,k. In Section 6 we
derive the graded isomorphism type of the Gn-modules Rn,k and Sn,k. We close in Section 7 with
some open questions.
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2. Background
2.1. r-colored ordered set partitions. We will make use of two orders on the alphabet
Ar := {i
c : i ∈ Z>0 and 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1}
of r-colored positive integers. The first order < weights colors more heavily than letter values, with
higher colors being smaller:
1r−1 < 2r−1 < · · · < 1r−2 < 2r−2 < · · · < 10 < 20 < · · · .
The second order ≺ weights letter values more heavily than colors:
1r−1 ≺ 1r−2 ≺ · · · ≺ 10 ≺ 2r−1 ≺ 2r−2 ≺ · · · ≺ 20 ≺ · · · .
Let w = wc11 . . . w
cn
n be any word in the alphabet Ar. The descent set and ascent set of w are
defined using the order <:
(2.1) Des(w) := {1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : wcii > w
ci+1
i+1 }, Asc(w) := {1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : w
ci
i < w
ci+1
i+1 }.
We write des(w) := |Des(w)| and asc(w) := |Asc(w)| for the number of descents and ascents in w.
The major index maj(w) is given by the formula
(2.2) maj(w) := c(w) + r ·
∑
i∈Des(w)
i,
where c(w) denotes the sum of the colors of the letters in w. This version of major index was
defined by Haglund, Loehr, and Remmel in [12] (where it was termed ‘flag-major index’).
Since we may view elements of Gn as r-colored permutations, the objects defined in the above
paragraph make sense for g ∈ Gn. For example, if r = 3 and g = 3
04162205212 ∈ G6, we have
Des(g) = {1, 2, 4, 5},Asc(g) = {3},des(g) = 4, asc(g) = 1, and
maj(g) = (0 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 2) + 3 · (1 + 2 + 4 + 5) = 43.
An ordered set partition is a set partition equipped with a total order on its blocks. An r-colored
ordered set partition of size n is an ordered set partition σ of [n] in which every letter is assigned
a color in the set {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}. For example,
σ = {30, 41} ≺ {62} ≺ {12, 20, 50}
is a 3-colored ordered set partition of size 6 with 3 blocks. We let OPn,k be the collection of
r-colored ordered set partitions of size n with k blocks. We have
(2.3) |OPn,k| = r
n · k! · Stir(n, k).
We will often use bars to represent colored ordered set partitions more succinctly. Here we write
block elements in increasing order with respect to ≺. Our example ordered set partition becomes
σ = (3041 | 62 | 122052).
We also have a descent starred notation for colored ordered set partitions, where we order
elements within blocks in a decreasing fashion with respect to <. Our example ordered set partition
becomes
σ = 30∗4
1 62 20∗5
2
∗1
2.
Notice that we use the order ≺ for the bar notation, but the order < for the star notation. The
star notation represents σ ∈ OPn,k as a pair σ = (g, S), where g ∈ Gn, |S| = n−k and S ⊆ Des(g).
Our example ordered set partition becomes
σ = (304162205212, {1, 4, 5}).
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Let σ ∈ OPn,k and let (g, S) be the descent starred representation of σ. The major index of
σ = (g, S) is
(2.4) maj(σ) = maj(g, S) = c(σ) + r ·
 ∑
i∈Des(g)
i−
∑
i∈S
|Des(g) ∩ {i, i + 1, . . . , n}|
 ,
where c(σ) denotes the sum of the colors in σ. In the example above, we have
maj(30∗4
1 62 20∗5
2
∗1
2) = (0 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 2) + 3 · [(1 + 2 + 4 + 5)− (4 + 2 + 1)] = 22.
Whereas the definition of maj for colored ordered set partitions used the order < to compare
elements, the definition of coinv uses the order ≺. In particular, let σ be a colored ordered set
partition. A coinversion pair in σ is a pair of colored letters ic  jd appearing in σ such that
at least one of ic and jd is ≺-minimal in its block in σ,
ic and jd belong to different blocks of σ, and
if ic’s block is to the right of jd’s block, then only jd is ≺-minimal in its block.
In our example σ = (3041 | 62 | 122052), the coinversion pairs are 3062, 2030, 3052, 2062, 4162, and
5262. The statistic coinv(σ) is defined by
(2.5) coinv(σ) = [n · (r − 1)− c(σ)] + r · (number of coinversion pairs in σ).
In our example we have
coinv(3041 | 62 | 122052) = [6 · 2− (0 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 0 + 2)] + 3 · 6 = 23.
In particular, whereas the statistic maj involves a sum over colors, the statistic coinv involves a
sum over complements of colors. The statistic coinv on r-colored k-block ordered set partitions of
[n] is complementary to the statistic inv defined in [18, Sec. 4].
We need an extension of colored set partitions involving repeated letters. An r-colored ordered
multiset partition µ is a sequence of finite nonempty sets µ = (M1, . . . ,Mk) of elements from the
alphabet Ar. The size of µ is |M1|+ · · · |Mk| and we say that µ has k blocks. For example, we have
that µ = (212031 | 1231 | 2042) is a 3-colored ordered multiset partition of size 7 with 3 blocks.
We emphasize that the blocks of ordered multiset partitions are sets; there are no repeated letters
within blocks (although the same letter can occur with different colors within a single block). If µ
is an ordered multiset partition, the statistics coinv(µ) and maj(µ) have the same definitions as in
the case of no repeated letters.
2.2. Gn-faces. To describe the combinatorics of the rings Rn,k, we introduce the following concept
of a Gn-face. In the following definition we require r ≥ 2.
Definition 2.1. A Gn-face is an ordered set partition σ = (B1 | B2 | · · · | Bm) of [n] such that the
letters in every block of σ, with the possible exception of the first block B1, are decorated by the
colors {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}.
Let σ = (B1 | B2 | · · · | Bm) be an Gn-face. If the letters in B1 are uncolored, then B1 is called
the zero block of σ. The dimension of σ is the number of nonzero blocks in σ. Let Fn,k denote the
set of Gn-faces of dimension k. For example, if r = 3 we have
(25 | 113262 | 41) ∈ F6,2 and
(2251 | 113262 | 41) ∈ F6,3,
where the lack of colors on the letters of the first block {2, 5} of the top face indicates that {2, 5}
is a zero block. When k = n, we have Fn,n = OPn,n = Gn as there cannot be a zero block.
The notation face in Definition 2.1 comes from the identification of the k-dimensional Gn-faces
with the k-dimensional faces in the Coxeter complex of Gn. The set Fn,k may also be identified
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with the collection of rank k elements in the Dowling lattice Qn(Γ) to a group Γ of size r (see [7]).
By considering the possible sizes of zero blocks, we see that the number of faces in Fn,k is
(2.6) |Fn,k| =
n−k∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
· rn−z · k! · Stir(n− z, k).
We will consider an action of the group Gn on Fn,k. To describe this action it suffices to describe
the action of permutation matrices Sn ⊆ Gn and the diagonal subgroup Zr × · · · × Zr ⊆ Gn. If
π = π1 . . . πn ∈ Sn, then π acts on Gn by swapping letters while preserving colors. For example, if
π = 614253 ∈ S6, then
π.(25 | 113262 | 41) = (15 | 614232 | 21) = (15 | 324261 | 21).
A diagonal matrix g = diag(ζc1 , . . . , ζcn) acts by increasing the color of the letter i by ci (mod r),
while leaving elements in the zero block uncolored. For example, if r = 3 an example action of the
diagonal matrix g = diag(ζ, ζ2, ζ2, ζ, ζ2, ζ) ∈ G6 is
g.(25 | 113262 | 41) = (25 | 123160 | 42).
It is clear that the action of Gn on Fn,k preserves the subset OPn,k of r-colored ordered set
partitions.
We extend the definition of coinv to Gn-faces as follows. There is a natural map
(2.7) π : Fn,k →
n−k⋃
z=0
OPn−z,k
which removes the zero block Z of a Gn-face (if present), and then maps the letters in [n]−Z onto
{1, 2, . . . , n − |Z|} via an order-preserving bijection while preserving colors. For example, we have
π : (25 | 113262 | 41) 7→ (112242 | 31).
If σ is a Gn-face whose zero block has size z, we define coinv(σ) by
(2.8) coinv(σ) := krz + coinv(π(σ)).
In the r = 3 example above, we have
coinv(25 | 113262 | 41) = 2 · 3 · 2 + coinv(112242 | 31) = 12 + 8 = 20.
2.3. Symmetric functions. For n ≥ 0, a (weak) composition of n is a sequence α = (α1, . . . , αk)
of nonnegative integers with α1 + · · · + αk = n. We write α |= n or |α| = n to indicate that α is a
composition of n.
A partition of n is a composition λ of n whose parts are positive and weakly decreasing. We
write λ ⊢ n to indicate that λ is a partition of n. If λ and µ are partitions (of any size) we say that
λ dominates µ and write λ ≥dom µ if λ1 + · · ·+ λi ≥ µ1 + · · ·+ µi for all i ≥ 1.
The Ferrers diagram of a partition λ (in English notation) consists of λi left-justified boxes
in row i. The Ferrers diagram of (4, 2, 2) ⊢ 8 is shown below. The conjugate λ′ of a partition
λ is obtained by reflecting the Ferrers diagram across its main diagonal. For example, we have
(4, 2, 2)′ = (3, 3, 1, 1).
For an infinite sequence of variables y = (y1, y2, . . . ), let Λ(y) denote the ring of symmetric
functions in the variable set y with coefficients in the field Q(q). The ring Λ(y) =
⊕
n≥0 Λ(y)n is
graded by degree. The degree n piece Λ(y)n has vector space dimension equal to the number of
partitions of n.
For a partition λ, let
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mλ(y), eλ(y), hλ(y), sλ(y)
be the corresponding monomial, elementary, (complete) homogeneous, and Schur symmetric func-
tions. As λ varies over the collection of all partitions, these symmetric functions give four different
bases for Λ(y). Given any composition β whose nonincreasing rearrangement is the partition λ, we
extend this notation by setting eβ(y) := eλ(y) and hβ(y) := hλ(y).
Let ω : Λ(y) → Λ(y) be the linear map which sends sλ(y) to sλ′(y) for all partitions λ. The
map ω is an involution and a ring automorphism. For any partition λ, we have ω(eλ(y)) = hλ(y)
and ω(hλ(y)) = eλ(y).
We let 〈·, ·〉 denote the Hall inner product on Λ(y). This can be defined by either of the rules
〈sλ(y), sµ(y)〉 = δλ,µ or 〈hλ(y),mµ(y)〉 = δλ,µ for all partitions λ, µ. If F (y) ∈ Λ(y) is any
symmetric function, let F (y)⊥ be the linear operator on Λ(y) which is adjoint to the operation of
multiplication by F (y). That is, we have
(2.9) 〈F (y)⊥G(y),H(y)〉 = 〈G(y), F (y)H(y)〉
for all symmetric functions G(y),H(y) ∈ Λ(y).
The representation theory of Gn is analogous to that of Sn, but involves r-tuples of objects.
Given any r-tuple o = (o(1), o(2), . . . , o(r−1), o(r)) of objects, we define the dual o∗ to be the r-tuple
(2.10) o∗ := (o(r−1), . . . , o(2), o(1), o(r))
obtained by reversing the first r − 1 terms in the sequence o. At the algebraic level, the operator
o 7→ o∗ corresponds to the entrywise action of complex conjugation on matrices in Gn (which is
trivial when r = 1 or r = 2). If 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we define the dual i∗ of i by the rule
(2.11) i∗ =
{
r − i 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
r i = r.
We therefore have
(2.12) o∗ = (o(1
∗), . . . , o(r
∗)) if o = (o(1), . . . , o(r)).
For a positive integer n, an r-composition α of n is an r-tuple of compositions α = (α(1), . . . , α(r))
which satisfies |α| := |α(1)|+· · ·+|α(r)| = n. We write α |=r n to indicate that α is an r-composition
of n.
Similarly, an r-partition λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) of n is an r-tuple of partitions with |λ| := |λ(1)| +
· · · + |λ(r)| = n. We write λ ⊢r n to mean that λ is an r-partition of n. The conjugate of an
r-partition λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) is defined componentwise; λ′ := (λ(1)
′
, . . . , λ(r)
′
).
The Ferrers diagram of an r-partition λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) is the r-tuple of Ferrers diagrams of
its constituent partitions. The Ferrers diagram of the 3-partition ((3, 2),∅, (2, 2)) ⊢3 9 is shown
below.
, ∅,
Let λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) ⊢r n be an r-partition of n. A semistandard tableau T of shape λ is a
tuple T = (T (1), . . . , T (r)), where T (i) is a filling of the boxes of λ(i) with positive integers which
increase weakly across rows and strictly down columns. A semistandard tableau T of shape λ is
standard if the entries 1, 2, . . . , n all appear precisely once in T . Let SYTr(n) denote the collection
of all possible standard tableaux with r components and n boxes.
For example, let λ = ((3, 2),∅, (2, 2)) ⊢3 9. A semistandard tableau T = (T
(1), T (2), T (3)) of
shape λ is
1 3 3
3 4 , ∅,
1 3
4 4 .
A standard tableau of shape λ is
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3 6 9
5 7 , ∅,
1 4
2 8 .
Let T = (T (1), . . . , T (r)) ∈ SYTr(n) be a standard tableau with n boxes. A letter 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
is called a descent of T if
• the letters i and i+1 appear in the same component T (j) of T , and i+ 1 appears in a row
below i in T (j), or
• the letter i + 1 appears in a component of T = (T (1), . . . , T (r)) strictly to the right of the
component containing i.
We let Des(T ) := {1 ≤ i ≤ n : i is a descent of T } denote the collection of all descents of T and
let des(T ) := |Des(T )| denote the number of descents of T . The major index of T is
(2.13) maj(T ) := r ·
∑
i∈Des(T )
i+
r∑
j=1
(j − 1) · |T (j)|,
where |T (j)| is the number of boxes in the component T (j). For example, if T = (T (1), T (2), T (3)) is
the standard tableau above, then Des(T ) = {1, 3, 6, 7},des(T ) = 4, and
maj(T ) = 3 · (1 + 3 + 6 + 7) + (0 · 5 + 1 · 0 + 2 · 4) = 59.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let x(i) = (x
(i)
1 , x
(i)
2 , . . . ) be an infinite list of variables and let Λ(x
(i)) be the ring
of symmetric functions in the variables x(i) with coefficients in Q(q). We use x to denote the union
of the r variable sets x(1), . . . ,x(r). Let Λr(x) be the tensor product
Λr(x) = Λ(x(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ Λ(x(r)).
We can think of Λr(x) as the ring of formal power series in Q(q)[[x]] which are symmetric in the
variable sets x(1), . . . ,x(1) separately.
The algebra Λr(x) is spanned by generating tensors of the form
F1(x
(1)) · . . . · Fr(x
(r)) := F1(x
(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ Fr(x
(r)),
where Fi(x
(i)) ∈ Λ(x(i)) is a symmetric function in the variables x(i). The algebra Λr(x) is graded
via
deg(F1(x
(1)) · . . . · Fr(x
(r))) := deg(F1(x
(1))) + · · ·+ deg(Fr(x
(r))),
where the Fi(x
(i)) are homogeneous.
The standard bases of Λr(x) are obtained from those of Λ(x(1)), . . . ,Λ(x(r)) by multiplication.
More precisely, let λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) be an r-partition. We define elements
mλ(x),eλ(x),hλ(x), sλ(x) ∈ Λ
r(x)
by
mλ(x) := mλ(1)(x
(1)) · · ·mλ(r)(x
(r)), eλ(x) := eλ(1)(x
(1)) · · · eλ(r)(x
(r)),
hλ(x) := hλ(1)(x
(1)) · · · hλ(r)(x
(r)), sλ(x) := sλ(1)(x
(1)) · · · sλ(r)(x
(r)).
As λ varies over the collection of all r-partitions, any of the sets {mλ(x)}, {eλ(x)}, {hλ(x)}, or
{sλ(x)} forms a basis for Λ
r(x). If β = (β(1), . . . , β(r)) is an r-composition, we extend this notation
by setting
eβ(x) := eβ(1)(x
(1)) · · · eβ(r)(x
(r)), hβ(x) := hβ(1)(x
(1)) · · · hβ(r)(x
(r)).
The Schur functions sλ(x) admit the following combinatorial description. If T = (T
(1), . . . , T (r))
is a semistandard tableau with r components, let xT be the monomial in the variable set x where
the exponent of x
(i)
j equals the multiplicity of j in the tableau T
(i). For example, if r = 3 and
T = (T (1), T (2), T (3)) is as above, we have
xT = (x
(1)
1 )
1(x
(1)
3 )
3(x
(1)
4 )
1(x
(3)
1 )
1(x
(3)
3 )
1(x
(3)
4 )
2.
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Similarly, if w is any word in the r-colored positive integers Ar, let x
w be the monomial in x where
the exponent of x
(i)
j equals the multiplicity of j
i−1 in the word w. Also, if β = (β(1), . . . , β(r)) is an
r-composition, define the monomial xβ by
(2.14) xβ := (x
(1)
1 )
β
(1)
1 (x
(1)
2 )
β
(1)
2 · · · (x
(2)
1 )
β
(2)
1 (x
(2)
2 )
β
(2)
2 · · ·
Given an r-partition λ ⊢r n, we have
(2.15) sλ(x) =
∑
T
xT ,
where the sum is over all semistandard tableaux T of shape λ.
The Hall inner product 〈·, ·〉 extends to Λr(x) by the rule
(2.16) 〈sλ(x), sµ∗(x)〉 = 〈hλ(x),mµ∗(x)〉 = δλ,µ
for all r-partitions λ and µ. The presence of duals in this definition comes from the nontriviality
of complex conjugation on Gn for r > 2.
The involution ω is defined on Λr(x) = Λ(x(1))⊗ · · · ⊗Λ(x(r)) by applying ω in each component
separately. The map ω is an isometry of the inner product 〈·, ·〉.
If F (x) ∈ Λr(x), we let F (x)⊥ be the operator on Λr(x) which is adjoint to multiplication
by F (x) under the inner product 〈·, ·〉. In particular, if j ≥ 1 and if 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have
hj(x
(i)), ej(x
(i)) ∈ Λr(x), so that hj(x
(i))⊥ and ej(x
(i))⊥ make sense as linear operators on Λr(x).
These operators (and their ‘dual’ versions hj(x
(i∗))⊥ and ej(x
(i∗))⊥) will play a key role in this
paper.
2.4. Representations of Gn. In his thesis, Specht [19] described the irreducible representations
of Gn. We recall his construction.
Given a matrix g ∈ Gn, define numbers χ(g) and sign(g) by
χ(g) := product of the nonzero entries in g,(2.17)
sign(g) := determinant of the permutation matrix underlying g.(2.18)
In particular, the number χ(g) is an rth root of unity and sign(g) = ±1. Both of the functions χ
and sign are linear characters of Gn. In other words, we have χ(gh) = χ(g)χ(h) and sign(gh) =
sign(g)sign(h) for all g, h ∈ Gn.
It is well known that the irreducible complex representations of the symmetric group Sn are
indexed by partitions λ ⊢ n. Given λ ⊢ n, let Sλ be the corresponding irreducible Sn-module. For
example, we have that S(n) is the trivial representation of Sn and S
(1n) is the sign representation
of Sn.
Let V be a G-module and let U be an Sn-module. We build a Gn-module V ≀ U by letting
V ≀ U = (V )⊗n ⊗ U as a vector space and defining the action of Gn by
(2.19) diag(g1, . . . , gn).(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn ⊗ u) := (g1.v1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (gn.vn)⊗ u,
for all diagonal matrices diag(g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn, and
(2.20) π.(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn ⊗ u) := vπ−11
⊗ · · · ⊗ vπ−1n ⊗ (π.u),
for all π ∈ Sn ⊆ Gn. If V is an irreducible G-module and U is an irreducible Sn-module, then
V ≀ U is an irreducible Gn-module, but not all of the irreducible Gn-modules arise in this way.
For any composition α = (α1, . . . , αr) |= n with r parts, the parabolic subgroup of block diagonal
matrices in Gn with block sizes α1, . . . , αr gives an inclusion
(2.21) Gα := Gα1 × · · · ×Gαr ⊆ Gn.
If Wi is a Gαi-module for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the tensor product W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Wr is a Gα-module and the
induction IndGnGα(W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Wr) is a Gn-module.
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We index the irreducible representations of the cyclic group G = Zr = 〈ζ〉 in the following slightly
nonstandard way. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ρi : G→ GL1(C) = C
× be the homomorphism
(2.22) ρi : ζ 7→ ζ
−i.
and let Vi be the vector space C with G-module structure given by ρi. In particular, we have that Vr
is the trivial representation of G and V1, V2, . . . , Vr−1 are the nontrivial irreducible representations
of G.
The irreducible modules for Gn are indexed by r-partitions of n. If λ = (λ
(1), . . . , λ(r)) ⊢r n is an
r-partition of n, let α = (α1, . . . , αr) |= n be the composition whose parts are αi := |λ
(i)|. Define
Sλ to be the Gn-module given by
(2.23) Sλ := IndGnGα((V1 ≀ S
λ(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ (Vr ≀ S
λ(r))).
Specht proved that the set {Sλ : λ ⊢r n} forms a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible
representations of Gn.
Example 2.2. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, both of the functions
(2.24)
{
χi : g 7→ (χ(g))i
sign · χi : g 7→ sign(g) · (χ(g))i
on Gn are linear characters. We leave it for the reader to check that under the above classification
we have
χ1 ↔ ((n),∅, . . . ,∅), sign · χ1 ↔ ((1n),∅ . . . ,∅),
χ2 ↔ (∅, (n), . . . ,∅), sign · χ2 ↔ (∅, (1n), . . . ,∅),
...
...
χr ↔ (∅,∅, . . . , (n)), sign · χr ↔ (∅,∅, . . . , (1n)).
Since χr is the trivial character of Gn, the trivial representation therefore corresponds to the r-
partition (∅, . . . ,∅, (n)).
Let V be a finite-dimensional Gn-module. There exist unique integers mλ such that
V ∼=
⊕
λ⊢rn
(Sλ)mλ .
The Frobenius character Frob(V ) ∈ Λr(x) of V is given by
(2.25) Frob(V ) :=
∑
λ⊢rn
mλsλ(x).
In particular, the multiplicity mλ of S
λ in V is 〈Frob(V ), sλ∗(x)〉.
More generally, if V = ⊕d≥0Vd is a graded Gn-module with each Vd finite-dimensional, the graded
Frobenius character grFrob(V ; q) ∈ Λr(x)[[q]] of V is
(2.26) grFrob(V ; q) :=
∑
d≥0
Frob(Vd) · q
d.
Also recall that the Hilbert series Hilb(V ; q) of V is
(2.27) Hilb(V ; q) :=
∑
d≥0
dim(Vd) · q
d.
The Frobenius character is compatible with induction product in the following way. Let V be
an Gn-module and let W be a Gm module. The tensor product V ⊗W is a G(n,m)-module, so that
Ind
Gn+m
G(n,m)
(V ⊗W ) is a Gn+m-module. We have
(2.28) Frob(Ind
Gn+m
G(n,m)
(V ⊗W )) = Frob(V ) · Frob(W ),
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where the multiplication on the right-hand side takes place within Λr(x).
2.5. Gro¨bner theory. A total order < on the monomials in C[xn] is called a monomial order if
• 1 ≤ m for every monomial m ∈ C[xn], and
• m ≤ m′ implies m ·m′′ ≤ m′ ·m′′ for all monomials m,m′,m′′ ∈ C[xn].
In this paper we will only use the lexicographic monomial order defined by xa11 · · · x
an
n < x
b1
1 · · · x
bn
n
if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that a1 = b1, . . . , ai−1 = bi−1, and ai < bi.
If f ∈ C[xn] is a nonzero polynomial and < is a monomial order, let in<(f) be the leading
term of f with respect to the order <. If I ⊆ C[xn] is an ideal, the corresponding initial ideal
in<(I) ⊆ C[xn] is the monomial ideal in C[xn] generated by the leading terms of every nonzero
polynomial in I:
(2.29) in<(I) := 〈in<(f) : f ∈ I − {0}〉.
The collection of monomials m ∈ C[xn] which are not contained in in<(I), namely
(2.30) {monomials m ∈ C[xn] : in(f) ∤ m for all f ∈ I − {0}}
descends to a vector space basis for the quotient C[xn]/I. This is called the standard monomial
basis.
A finite subset B = {g1, . . . , gm} ⊆ I of nonzero polynomials in I is called a Gro¨bner basis of I
if in<(I) = 〈in<(g1), . . . , in<(gm)〉. A Gro¨bner basis B is called reduced if
• the leading coefficient of gi is 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
• for i 6= j, the monomial in(gi) does not divide any of the terms appearing in gj .
After fixing a monomial order, every ideal I ⊆ C[xn] has a unique reduced Gro¨bner basis.
3. Polynomial identities
In this section we prove a family of polynomial and symmetric function identities which will be
useful in our analysis of the rings Rn,k and Sn,k. The first of these identities is the Gn-analog of
[14, Lem. 3.1].
Lemma 3.1. Let k ≤ n, let α1, . . . , αk ∈ C be distinct complex numbers, and let β1, . . . , βn ∈ C be
complex numbers with the property that {α1, . . . , αk} ⊆ {β
r
1 , . . . , β
r
n}. For any n − k + 1 ≤ s ≤ n
we have
(3.1)
s∑
j=0
(−1)jes−j(β
r
1 , . . . , β
r
n)hj(α1, . . . , αk) = 0.
Proof. The left-hand side is the coefficient of ts in the power series
(3.2)
∏n
i=1(1 + tβ
r
i )∏k
i=1(1 + tαi)
.
By assumption, every term in the denominator cancels with a distinct term in the numerator, so
that this expression is a polynomial in t of degree n − k. Since s > n − k, the coefficient of ts in
this polynomial is 0. 
In practice, our applications of Lemma 3.1 will always involve one of the two situations {βr1 , . . . , β
r
n} =
{α1, . . . , αk} or {β
r
1 , . . . , β
r
n} = {α1, . . . , αk, 0}.
Let γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) |= n be a composition with n parts. The Demazure character κγ(xn) ∈ C[xn]
is defined recursively as follows. If γ1 ≥ · · · ≥ γn, we let κγ(xn) be the monomial
(3.3) κγ(xn) = x
γ1
1 · · · x
γn
n .
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In general, if γi < γi+1, we let
(3.4) κγ(xn) =
xi(κγ′(xn))− xi+1(si · κγ′(xn))
xi − xi+1
,
where γ′ = (γ1, . . . , γi+1, γi, . . . , γn) is the composition obtained by interchanging the i
th and (i+1)st
parts of γ and si ·κγ′(xn) is the polynomial κγ′(xn) with xi and xi+1 interchanged. It can be shown
that this recursion gives a well defined collection of polynomials {κγ(xn)} indexed by compositions
γ with n parts. This set forms a basis for the polynomial ring C[xn].
Demazure characters played a key role in [14]; they will be equally important here. In order to
state the Gn-analogs of the lemmata from [14] that we will need, we must introduce some notation.
Definition 3.2. Let S = {s1 < s2 < · · · < sm} ⊆ [n]. The skip monomial x(S) in C[xn] is
x(S) := xs1s1x
s2−1
s2 · · · x
sm−m+1
sm .
The skip composition γ(S) = (γ1, . . . , γn) is the length n composition defined by
γi =
{
0 i /∈ S
sj − j + 1 i = sj ∈ S.
We also let γ(S) := (γn, . . . , γ1) be the reverse of the skip composition γ(S).
For example, if n = 8 and S = {2, 3, 5, 8}, then γ(S) = (0, 2, 2, 0, 3, 0, 0, 5) and x(S) = x22x
2
3x
3
5x
5
8.
In general, we have that γ(S) is the exponent vector of x(S). We will be interested in the rth
powers x(S)r of skip monomials in this paper.
Skip monomials are related to Demazure characters as follows. For any polynomial f(xn) =
f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C[xn], let f(x
r
n) = f(x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n) and f(x
r
n) = f(x
r
n, . . . , x
r
1). The following result
is immediate from [14, Lem. 3.5] after the change of variables (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n).
Lemma 3.3. Let n ≥ k and let S ⊆ [n] satisfy |S| = n− k + 1. Let < be lexicographic order. We
have
(3.5) in<(κγ(S(x
r
n)) = x(S)
r.
Moreover, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
(3.6) x
r·(max(S)−n+k+1)
i ∤ m
for any monomial m appearing in κ
γ(S)
(xrn). Finally, if T ⊆ [n] satisfies |T | = n−k+1 and T 6= S,
then x(S)r ∤ m for any monomial m appearing in κ
γ(T )
(xrn).
We also record the fact, which follows immediately from [14], that the polynomials κγ(S)∗(x
r,∗
n )
appearing in Lemma 3.3 are contained in the ideals In,k and Jn,k. The following result follows from
[14, Eqn. 3.4] after the change of variables (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n).
Lemma 3.4. Let n ≥ k and let S ⊆ [n] satisfy |S| = n − k + 1. The polynomial κ
γ(S)
(xrn) is
contained in the ideal
(3.7) 〈en(x
r
n), en−1(x
r
n), . . . , en−k+1(x
r
n)〉 ⊆ C[xn].
In particular, we have κγ(S)(x
r
n) ∈ In,k and κγ(S)(x
r
n) ∈ Jn,k.
We define two formal power series in the infinite variable set x = (x(1), . . . ,x(r)) using the coinv
and comaj statistics on r-colored ordered multiset partitions. If µ is an r-colored ordered multiset
partition, let xµ be the monomial in the variable set x where the exponent of x
(i)
j is the number of
occurrences of ji−1 in µ.
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Definition 3.5. Let r ≥ 1 and let k ≤ n be positive integers. Define two formal power series in
the variable set x = (x(1), . . . ,x(r)) by
Mn,k(x; q) :=
∑
µ
qmaj(µ)xµ,(3.8)
In,k(x; q) :=
∑
µ
qcoinv(µ)xµ,(3.9)
where the sum is over all r-colored ordered multiset partitions µ of size n with k blocks.
The next result establishes that the formal power series Mn,k(x; q), In,k(x; q) in Definition 3.5
both contained in the ring Λr(x) and are related to each other by q-reversal.
Lemma 3.6. Both of the formal power series Mn,k(x; q) and In,k(x; q) lie in the ring Λ
r(x).
Moreover, we have Mn,k(x; q) = revq(In,k(x; q)).
Proof. The truth of this statement for r = 1 (when Λr(x) is the usual ring of symmetric functions)
follows from the work of Wilson [24]. To deduce this statement for general r ≥ 1, consider a new
countably infinite set of variables
(3.10) z = {zi,j : j ∈ Z>0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
The association zi,j ↔ x
(i)
j gives a bijection with our collection of variables x = (x
(1), . . . ,x(r)).
The idea is to reinterpret Mn,k(x; q) and In,k(x; q) in terms of the new variable set z, and then
apply the equality and symmetry known in the case r = 1.
To achieve the program of the preceding paragraph, we introduce the following notation. Let
M1n,k(z; q
r) be the formal power series
(3.11) M1n,k(z; q
r) :=
∑
µ
qr·maj(µ)zµ,
where the sum is over all ordered multiset partitions µ of size n with k blocks on the countably
infinite alphabet
1r−1 < 2r−1 < · · · < 1r−2 < 2r−1 < · · · < 10 < 20 < · · ·
and we compute maj(µ) as in the r = 1 case (i.e., ignoring contributions to maj coming from colors,
and not multiplying descents by r).
Similarly, let I1n,k(z; q
r) be the formal power series
(3.12) I1n,k(z; q) :=
∑
µ
qr·coinv(µ)xµ,
where the sum is over all ordered multiset partitions µ of size n with k blocks on the countably
infinite alphabet
1r−1 ≺ · · · ≺ 10 ≺ 2r−1 ≺ · · · ≺ 20 ≺ · · ·
and we define coinv(µ) as in the r = 1 case (i.e., ignoring the contribution to coinv coming from
colors, and not multiplying the number of coinversion pairs by r).
It follows from the definition of Mn,k(x; q) that
(3.13) Mn,k(x; q) =M
1
n,k(z; q
r)|
zi,j=qi−1·x
(i)
j
.
This expression for Mn,k(x; q), together with the fact that M
1
n,k(z; q
r) is symmetric in the z
variables, proves that Mn,k(x; q) ∈ Λ
r(x). Similarly, we have
(3.14) In,k(x; q) = I
1
n,k(z; q
r)|
zi,j=qr−i·x
(i)
j
,
so that In,k(x; q) ∈ Λ
r(x).
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Applying the lemma in the case r = 1, we have
Mn,k(x; q) =M
1
n,k(z1,r, z2,r, . . . , z1,r−1, z2,r−1, . . . , z1,1, z2,1, . . . ; q
r)|
zi,j=qi−1·x
(i)
j
(3.15)
=M1n,k(z1,r, . . . , z1,1, z2,r, . . . , z2,1, . . . ; q
r)|
zi,j=qi−1·x
(i)
j
(3.16)
= revq
[
I1n,k(z1,r, . . . , z1,1, z2,r, . . . , z2,1, . . . ; q
r)
]
|
zi,j=qi−1·x
(i)
j
(3.17)
= revq
[
I1n,k(z1,r, . . . , z1,1, z2,r, . . . , z2,1, . . . ; q
r)|
zi,j=qr−i·x
(i)
j
]
(3.18)
= revq(In,k(x; q)).(3.19)
The first equality is Equation 3.13, the second equality uses the fact that M1n,k(z; q) is symmetric
in the z variables, the third equality uses the fact that M1n,k(z; q) = revq(I
1
n,k(z; q)), the fourth
equality interchanges evaluation and q-reversal, and the final equality is Equation 3.14. 
The power series in Lemma 3.6 will be (up to minor transformations) the graded Frobenius
character of the ring Sn,k. We give this character-to-be a name.
Definition 3.7. Let r ≥ 1 and let k ≤ n be positive integers. Let Dn,k(x; q) ∈ Λ
r(x) be the
common ring element
(3.20) Dn,k(x; q) := (revq ◦ ω)Mn,k(x; q) = ωIn,k(x; q).
As a Frobenius character, the ring element Dn,k(x; q) ∈ Λ
r(x) must expand positively in the
Schur basis {sλ(x) : λ ⊢r n}. The maj formulation of Dn,k(x; q) is well suited to proving this fact
directly, as well as giving the Schur expansion of Dn,k(x; q). The following proposition is a colored
version of a result of Wilson [24, Thm. 5.0.1].
Proposition 3.8. Let r ≥ 1 and let k ≤ n be positive integers. We have the Schur expansion
(3.21) Dn,k(x; q) = revq
 ∑
T∈SYTr(n)
qmaj(T )+r(
n−k
2 )−r(n−k)des(T )
[
des(T )
n− k
]
qr
sshape(T )′(x)
 .
Proof. Consider the collection Wn of all length n words w = w1 . . . wn in the alphabet of r-colored
positive integers. For any word w ∈ Wn, the (colored version of the) RSK correspondence gives a
pair of r-tableaux (U ,T ) of the same shape, with U semistandard and T standard. For example,
if r = 3 and w = 2011412210202112 ∈ W8 then w 7→ (U ,T ) where
U =
1 2
2 ,
1 2
4 ,
1
2 T =
1 6
5 ,
2 3
7 ,
4
8 .
The RSK map gives a bijection
(3.22) Wn
∼
−→
(U ,T ) : U a semistandard r-tableau with n boxes,T a standard r-tableau with n boxes,
shape(U) = shape(T )
 .
If w 7→ (U ,T ), then Des(w) = Des(T ) so that maj(w) = maj(T ).
For any word w ∈ Wn, we can generate a collection of
(des(w)
n−k
)
r-colored ordered multiset parti-
tions µ as follows. Among the des(w) descents of w, choose n− k of them to star, yielding a pair
(w,S) where S ⊆ Des(w) satisfies |S| = n − k. We may identify (w,S) with an r-colored ordered
multiset partition µ.
The above paragraph implies that
(3.23) Mn,k(x; q) =
∑
w∈Wrn
qmaj(w)+r(
n−k
2 )−r(n−k)des(w)
[
des(w)
n− k
]
qr
xw,
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where the factor qr(
n−k
2 )−r(n−k)des(w)
[des(w)
n−k
]
qr
is generated by the ways in which n− k stars can be
placed among the des(w) descents of w.
Applying RSK to the right-hand side of Equation 3.23, we deduce that
(3.24) Mn,k(x; q) =
∑
T∈SYTr(n)
qmaj(T )−r(
n−k
2 )+r(n−k)des(T )
[
des(T )
n− k
]
qr
sshape(T )(x).
Since Dn,k(x; q) = (revq ◦ ω)Mn,k(x; q), we are done. 
Our basic tool for proving that Dn,k(x; q) = grFrob(Sn,k; q) will be the following lemma, which
is a colored version of [14, Lem. 3.6].
Lemma 3.9. Let F (x),G(x) ∈ Λr(x) have equal constant terms. Then F (x) = G(x) if and only
if ej(x
(i∗))⊥F (x) = ej(x
(i∗))⊥G(x) for all j ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Proof. The forward direction is obvious. For the reverse direction, let λ be any r-partition, let
j ≥ 1, and let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We have
〈F (x), ej(x
(i∗))eλ(x)〉 = 〈ej(x
(i∗))⊥F (x),eλ(x)〉(3.25)
= 〈ej(x
(i∗))⊥G(x),eλ(x)〉(3.26)
= 〈G(x), ej(x
(i∗))eλ(x)〉.(3.27)
Since 〈F (x),e∅(x)〉 = 〈G(x),e∅(x)〉 by assumption (where ∅ = (∅, . . . ,∅) is the empty r-
partition), this chain of equalities implies that 〈F (x),eλ(x)〉 = 〈G(x),eλ(x)〉 for any r-partition
λ. We conclude that F (x) = G(x). 
We will show thatDn,k(x; q) and grFrob(Sn,k; q) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.9 by showing
that their images under ej(x
(i∗))⊥ satisfy the same recursion. The coinv formulation of Dn,k(x; q)
is best suited to calculating ej(x
(i∗))⊥. The following lemma is a colored version of [14, Lem. 3.7].
Lemma 3.10. Let r ≥ 1 and let k ≤ n be positive integers. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r and let j ≥ 1. We have
(3.28)
ej(x
(i∗))⊥Dn,k(x; q) = q
j·(r−i)+r·(j2)
[
k
j
]
qr
min(k,n−j)∑
m=max(1,k−j)
qr·(k−m)·(n−j−m)
[
j
k −m
]
qr
Dn−j,m(x; q).
Proof. Applying ω to both sides of the purported identity, it suffices to prove
(3.29)
hj(x
(i∗))⊥In,k(x; q) = q
j·(r−i)+r·(j2)
[
k
j
]
qr
min(k,n−j)∑
m=max(1,k−j)
qr·(k−m)·(n−j−m)
[
j
k −m
]
qr
In−j,m(x; q).
Since the bases {hλ(x)} and {mλ∗(x)} are dual bases for Λ
r(x) under the Hall inner product,
for any F (x) ∈ Λr(x) and any r-composition β, we have
(3.30) 〈F (x),hβ∗(x)〉 = coefficient of x
β in F (x).
Equation 3.30 is our tool for proving Equation 3.29.
Let β = (β(1), . . . , β(r)) be an r-composition and consider the inner product
(3.31) 〈hj(x
(i∗))⊥In,k(x; q),hβ∗(x)〉 = 〈In,k(x; q), hj(x
(i∗))hβ∗(x)〉.
We may write hj(x
(i∗))hβ∗(x) = hβ̂∗(x), where
• β̂ = (β(1), . . . , β̂(i), . . . , β(r)) is an r-composition which agrees with β in every component
except for i, and
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• β̂(i) = (β
(i)
1 , β
(i)
2 , . . . , 0, . . . , 0, j), where the composition β̂
(i) has N parts for some positive
integer N larger than the number of parts in any of β(1), . . . , β(r).
By Equation 3.30, we can interpret 〈In,k(x), hj(x
(i∗))hβ∗(x)〉 = 〈In,k(x),hβ̂∗(x)〉 combinatorially.
For any r-composition α = (α(1), . . . , α(r)), let OPα,k be the collection of r-colored ordered
multiset partitions with k blocks which contain α
(i)
j copies of the letter j
i−1. Equation 3.30 implies
(3.32) 〈In,k(x),hβ̂∗(x)〉 =
∑
µ∈OP
β̂,k
qcoinv(µ).
Let us analyze the right-hand side of Equation 3.32. A typical element µ ∈ OP
β̂,k
contains j
copies of the big letter N i−1, together with various other small letters. Recall that the statistic coinv
is defined using the order ≺, which prioritizes letter value over color. Our choice of N guarantees
that every small letter is ≺ N i−1. We have a map
(3.33) ϕ : OP
β̂,k
→
min(k,n−j)⋃
m=max(1,k−j)
OPβ,m,
where ϕ(µ) is the r-colored ordered multiset partition obtained by erasing all j of the big letters
N i−1 in µ (together with any singleton blocks {N i−1}). Let us analyze the effect of ϕ on coinv.
Fix m in the range max(1, k− j) ≤ m ≤ min(k, n− j) and let µ ∈ OPβ,m. Then any µ
′ ∈ ϕ−1(µ)
is obtained by adding j copies of the big letter N i−1 to µ, precisely k−m of which must be added
in singleton blocks. We calculate
∑
µ′∈ϕ−1(µ) q
coinv(µ′) in terms of coinv(µ) as follows.
Following the notation of the proof of [14, Lem. 3.7], let us call a big letter N i−1 minb if it
is ≺-minimal in its block and nminb if it is not ≺-minimal in its block. Similarly, let us call a
small letter mins or nmins depending on whether it is minimal in its block. The contributions to∑
µ′∈ϕ−1(µ) q
coinv(µ′) coming from big letters are as follows.
• The j big letters N i−1 give a complementary color contribution of j · (r − i) to coinv.
• Each of the minb letters forms a coinversion pair with every nmins letter. Since there are
k −m minb letters and n − j −m nmins letters, this contributes r(k −m)(n − j −m) to
coinv.
• Each of the minb letters forms a coinversion pair with every nminb letter (for a total of
(k−m)(j−k+m) coinversion pairs) as well each minb letter to its left (for a total of
(k−m
2
)
coinversion pairs. This contributes r · [(k −m)(j − k +m) +
(
k−m
2
)
] to coinv.
• Each minb letter forms a coinversion pair with each mins letter to its left. If we sum over
the
( k
k−m
)
ways of interleaving the singleton blocks {N i−1} within the blocks of µ, this gives
rise to a factor of
[ k
k−m
]
qr
.
• Each nminb letter forms a coinversion pair with each mins letter to its left. If we consider
the
(
m
j−k+m
)
ways to augment the m blocks of µ with a nminb letter, this gives rise to a
factor of q(
j−k+m
2 )
[ m
j−k+m
]
qr
.
Applying the identity
(3.34) r ·
[
(k −m)(j − k −m) +
(
k −m
2
)
+
(
j − k +m
2
)]
= r ·
(
j
2
)
,
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we see that ∑
µ′∈ϕ−1(µ)
qcoinv(µ
′) = qj·(r−i)+r·(
j
2)+r·(k−m)(n−j−m)
[
k
k −m
]
qr
[
m
j − k +m
]
qr
qcoinv(µ)(3.35)
= qj·(r−i)+r·(
j
2)+r·(k−m)(n−j−m)
[
k
j
]
qr
[
j
k −m
]
qr
qcoinv(µ).(3.36)
If we sum this expression over all µ ∈ OPβ,m, and then sum over m, we get
(3.37) qj·(r−i)+r·(
j
2)
[
k
j
]
qr
min(k,n−j)∑
m=max(1,k−j)
qr·(k−m)(n−j−m)
[
j
k −m
]
qr
∑
µ∈OPβ,m
qcoinv(µ).
However, thanks to Equation 3.30 and the definition of the I-functions, the expression (3.37) is
also equal to
(3.38)
〈
qj·(r−i)+r·(
j
2)
[
k
j
]
qr
min(k,n−j)∑
m=max(1,k−j)
qr·(k−m)·(n−j−m)
[
j
k −m
]
qr
In−j,m(x; q),hβ∗(x)
〉
.
Since both sides of the equation in the statement of the lemma have the same pairing under 〈·, ·〉
with hβ∗(x) for any r-composition β, we are done. 
4. Hilbert series and standard monomial basis
4.1. The point sets Y rn,k and Z
r
n,k. In this section we derive the Hilbert series of Rn,k and Sn,k.
We also prove that, as ungraded Gn-modules, we have Rn,k ∼= C[Fn,k] and Sn,k ∼= C[OPn,k]. To
do this, we will use a general method dating back to Garsia and Procesi [9] in the context of the
Tanisaki ideal. We recall the method, and then apply it to our situation.
For any finite point set Y ⊂ Cn, let I(Y ) ⊆ C[xn] be the ideal of polynomials which vanish on
Y . That is, we have
(4.1) I(Y ) := {f ∈ C[xn] : f(y) = 0 for all y ∈ Y }.
We can identify the quotient C[xn]/I(Y ) with the C-vector space of functions Y → C. In particular
(4.2) dim(C[xn]/I(Y )) = |Y |.
If W ⊆ GLn(C) is a finite subgroup and Y is stable under the action of W , we have
(4.3) C[xn]/I(Y ) ∼=W C[Y ]
as W -modules, where we used the fact that the permutation module Y is self-dual.
The ideal I(Y ) is almost never homogeneous. To get a homogeneous ideal, we proceed as follows.
If f ∈ C[xn] is any nonzero polynomial of degree d, write f = fd + fd−1 + · · · + f0, where fi is
homogeneous of degree i. Define τ(f) := fd and define a homogeneous ideal T(Y ) ⊆ C[xn] by
(4.4) T(Y ) := 〈τ(f) : f ∈ I(Y )− {0}〉.
The passage from I(Y ) to T(Y ) does not affect theW -module structure (or vector space dimension)
of the quotient:
(4.5) C[xn]/T(Y ) ∼=W C[xn]/I(Y ) ∼=W C[Y ].
Our strategy, whose r = 1 avatar was accomplished in [14], is as follows.
(1) Find finite point sets Yn,k, Zn,k ⊂ C
n which are stable under the action of Gn such that
there are equivariant bijections Yn,k ∼= Fn,k and Zn,k ∼= OPn,k.
(2) Prove that In,k ⊆ T(Yn,k) and Jn,k ⊆ T(Zn,k) by showing that the generators of the ideals
In,k, Jn,k arise as top degree components of polynomials vanishing on Yn,k, Zn,k (respec-
tively).
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(3) Use Gro¨bner theory to prove
dim(Rn,k) = dim (C[xn]/In,k) ≤ |Fn,k| = dim (C[xn]/T(Yn,k))
and
dim(Sn,k) = dim (C[xn]/Jn,k) ≤ |OPn,k| = dim (C[xn]/T(Zn,k)) .
Step 2 then implies In,k = T(Yn,k) and Jn,k = T(Zn,k).
To accomplish Step 1 of this program, we introduce the following point sets.
Definition 4.1. Fix k distinct positive real numbers 0 < α1 < · · · < αk. Let Yn,k ⊂ C
n be the set
of points (y1, . . . , yn) such that
• we have yi = 0 or yi ∈ {ζ
cαj : 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} for all i, and
• we have {α1, . . . , αk} ⊆ {|y1|, . . . , |yn|}.
Let Zn,k ⊆ C
n be the set of points in Yn,k whose coordinates do not vanish:
Zn,k := {(y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Yn,k : yi 6= 0 for all i.}.
There is a bijection ϕ : Fn,k → Yn,k given as follows. Let σ = (Z | B1 | · · · | Bk) ∈ Fn,k be
an Gn-face of dimension k, whose zero block Z may be empty. The point ϕ(σ) = (y1, . . . , yn) has
coordinates given by
(4.6) yi =
{
0 if i ∈ Z,
ζcαj if i ∈ Bj and i has color c.
For example if r = 3 then
ϕ : (25 | 30 | 104262) 7→ (ζ0α2, 0, ζ
0α1, ζ
2α2, 0, ζ
2α2).
The set Yn,k is closed under the action of Gn and the map ϕ commutes with the action of Gn. It
follows that Yn,k ∼= Fn,k as Gn-sets. Moreover, the bijection ϕ restricts to show that Zn,k ∼= OPn,k
as Gn-sets. This accomplishes Step 1 of our program.
Step 2 of our program is accomplished by appropriate modifications of [14, Sec. 4].
Lemma 4.2. We have In,k ⊆ T(Yn,k) and Jn,k ⊆ T(Zn,k).
Proof. We will show that every generator of In,k (resp. Jn,k) is the top degree component of some
polynomial in I(Yn,k) (resp. I(Zn,k)).
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is clear that xi(x
r
i − α
r
1) · · · (x
r
i − α
r
k) ∈ I(Yn,k). Taking the highest com-
ponent, we have xkr+1i ∈ T(Yn,k). Similarly, the polynomial (x
r
i − α
r
1) · · · (x
r
i − α
r
k) vanishes on
Zn,k, so that x
kr
i ∈ T(Zn,k). Lemma 3.1 applies to show en−k+1(x
r
n), . . . , en(x
r
n) ∈ T(Yn,k) and
en−k+1(x
r
n), . . . , en(x
r
n) ∈ T(Zn,k). 
4.2. Skip monomials and initial terms. Step 3 of our program takes more work. We begin by
isolating certain monomials in the initial ideals of In,k and Jn,k.
Lemma 4.3. Let < be the lexicographic order on monomials in C[xn].
• For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have xkr+1i ∈ in<(In,k) and x
kr
i ∈ in<(Jn,k).
• If S ⊆ [n] satisfies |S| = n− k + 1, we also have x(S)r ∈ in<(In,k) and x(S)
r ∈ in<(Jn,k).
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that xkr+1i is a generator of In,k and x
kr
i is a generator
of Jn,k. The second claim is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. 
It will turn out that the monomials given in Lemma 6.5 will suffice to generate in<(In,k) and
in<(Jn,k). The next definition gives the family of monomials which are not divisible by any of the
monomials in Lemma 6.5 a name.
Definition 4.4. A monomial m ∈ C[xn] is (n, k)-nonskip if
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• xkr+1i ∤ m for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
• x(S)r ∤ m for all S ⊆ [n] with |S| = n− k + 1.
Let Mn,k denote the collection of all (n, k, r)-nonskip monomials in C[xn].
An (n, k)-nonskip monomial m ∈ Mn,k is called strongly (n, k)-nonskip if we have x
kr
i ∤ m for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let Nn,k denote the collection of strongly (n, k)-nonskip monomials.
We will describe a bijection Ψ : Fn,k →Mn,k which restricts to a bijection OPn,k → Nn,k. The
bijection Ψ will be constructed recursively, so that Ψ(σ) will be determined by Ψ(σ), where σ is the
Gn−1-face obtained from σ by deleting the largest letter n. The recursive procedure which gives
the derivation Ψ(σ) 7→ Ψ(σ) will rely on the following lemmata involving skip monomials. The first
of these is an extension of [14, Lem. 4.5].
Lemma 4.5. Let m ∈ C[xn] be a monomial and let S, T ⊆ [n] be subsets. If x(S)
r | m and
x(T )r | m, then x(S ∪ T )r | m.
Proof. Given i ∈ S, it follows from the definition of skip monomials that the exponent of xi in
x(S ∪ T )r is ≤ the exponent of xi in x(S)
r. A similar observation holds for i ∈ T . The claimed
divisibility follows. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5; it extends [14, Lem. 4.6].
Lemma 4.6. Let m ∈ C[xn] be a monomial and let ℓ be the largest integer such that there exists a
subset S ⊆ [n] with |S| = ℓ and x(S)r | m. Then there exists a unique subset S ⊆ [n] with |S| = ℓ
and x(S)r | m.
Proof. If there were two such sets S, S′ then by Lemma 4.5 we would have x(S ∪ S′)r | m, contra-
dicting the definition of ℓ. 
Given any subset S ⊆ [n], let m(S) :=
∏
i∈S xi be the corresponding squarefree monomial. For
example, we have m(245) = x2x4x5. We have the following lemma involving the r
th power m(S)r
of m(S). This is the extension of [14, Lem. 4.7].
Lemma 4.7. Let m ∈ Mn,k be an (n, k)-nonskip monomial. There exists a unique set S ⊆ [n]
with |S| = n− k such that
(1) x(S)r | (m(S)r ·m), and
(2) x(U)r ∤ (m(S)r ·m) for all U ⊆ [n] with |U | = n− k + 1.
Proof. We begin with uniqueness. Suppose S = {s1 < · · · < sn−k} and T = {t1 < · · · < tn−k} were
two such sets. Let ℓ be such that s1 = t1, . . . , sℓ−1 = tℓ−1, and sℓ 6= tℓ; without loss of generality
we have sℓ < tℓ. Define a new set U by U := {s1 < · · · < sℓ < tℓ < tℓ+1 < · · · < tn−k}, so that
|U | = n− k + 1. Since x(S)r | (m(S)r ·m) and x(T )r | (m(T )r ·m), we have x(U)r | (m(S)r ·m),
which is a contradiction.
To prove existence, consider the following collection C of subsets of [n]:
(4.7) C := {S ⊆ [n] : |S| = n− k and x(S)r | (m(S)r ·m)}.
The collection C is nonempty; indeed, we have {1, 2, . . . , n−k} ∈ C. Let S0 ∈ C be the lexicograph-
ically final set in C; we argue that m(S0)
r ·m satisfies Condition 2 of the statement of the lemma,
thus finishing the proof.
Let U ⊆ [n] have size |U | = n−k+1 and suppose x(U)r | (m(S0)
r ·m). If there were an element
u ∈ U with u < min(S0), then we would have x(S0 ∪ {u})
r | m, which contradicts the assumption
m ∈ Mn,k. Since |U | > |S0|, there exists an element u0 ∈ U − S0 with u0 > min(S0). Write the
union S0 ∪ {u0} as
(4.8) S0 ∪ {u0} = {s1 < · · · < sj < u0 < sj+1 < · · · < sn−k},
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where j ≥ 1. Define a new set S′0 by
(4.9) S′0 := {s1 < · · · < sj−1 < u0 < sj+1 < · · · < sn−k}.
Then S′0 comes after S0 in lexicographic order but we have S
′
0 ∈ C, contradicting our choice of
S0. 
To see how Lemma 4.7 works, consider the case (n, k, r) = (5, 2, 3) and m = x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4x
6
5 ∈ M5,2.
The collection C of sets
C = {S ⊆ [5] : |S| = 3 and x(S)3 | (m(S)3 ·m)}
is given by
C = {123, 124, 125, 234, 235}.
However, we have
x(1234)3 | (m(123)3 ·m), x(1234)3 | (m(124)3 ·m),
x(1235)3 | (m(125)3 ·m), x(2345)3 | (m(234)3 ·m).
On the other hand, if S ⊆ [5] and |S| = 4, then x(S)3 ∤ (m(235)3 ·m). Observe that 235 is the
lexicographically final set in C.
4.3. The bijection Ψ. We describe a bijection Ψ : Fn,k → Mn,k which restricts to a bijection
OPn,k → Nn,k with the property that coinv(σ) = deg(Ψ(σ)) for any Gn-face σ ∈ Fn,k. The
construction of Ψ will be recursive in the parameter n.
If n = 1 and k = 1, the relation coinv(σ) = deg(Ψ(σ)) determines the bijection Ψ uniquely.
Explicitly, the map Ψ : F1,1 →M1,1 is defined by
(4.10) Ψ : (1c) 7→ xr−c−11 ,
for any color 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1.
If n = 1 and k = 0 then F1,0 consists of the sole face (1). On the other hand, the collection M1,0
of nonskip monomials consists of the sole monomial 1. We are forced to define
(4.11) Ψ : (1) 7→ 1.
The combinatorial recursion on which Ψ is based is as follows. Let σ = (B1 | · · · | Bℓ) ∈ Fn,k
be an Gn-face of dimension k, so that ℓ = k + 1 or ℓ = k according to whether σ has a zero block.
Suppose we wish to build a larger face by inserting n + 1 into σ. There are three ways in which
this can be done.
(1) We could perform a star insertion by inserting n + 1 into one of the nonzero blocks Bℓ−j
of σ for 1 ≤ j ≤ k also assigning a color c to n + 1. The resulting Gn-face would be
(B1 | · · · | Bℓ−j ∪{(n+1)
c} | · · · | Bℓ). This leaves the dimension k unchanged and increases
coinv by r · (k − j) + (r − c− 1).
For example, if r = 2 and σ = (3 | 2140 | 11) ∈ F4,2, the possible star insertions of 5 and
their effects on coinv are
(3 | 214051 | 11) (3 | 214050 | 11) (3 | 2140 | 1151) (3 | 2140 | 1150)
coinv + 0 coinv + 1 coinv + 2 coinv + 3.
(2) We could perform a zero insertion by inserting n+1 into the zero block of σ (or by creating
a new zero block whose sole element is n+ 1). This leaves the dimension k unchanged and
increases coinv by kr.
For example, if r = 2 and σ = (3 | 2140 | 11) ∈ F4,2, the zero insertion of 5 would yield
(35 | 2140 | 11), adding 4 to coinv.
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(3) We could perform a bar insertion by inserting n + 1 into a new singleton nonzero block
of σ just after the block Bℓ−j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ k, also assigning a color c to n + 1. The
resulting Gn-face would be (B1 | · · · | Bℓ−j | (n+ 1)
c | Bℓ−j+1 | · · · | Bℓ). This increases the
dimension k by one and increases coinv by r · (n− k) + r · (k − j) + (r − c− 1).
For example, if r = 2 and σ = (3 | 2140 | 11) ∈ F4,2, the possible bar insertions of 5 and
their effects on coinv are
(3 | 51 | 2140 | 11) (3 | 50 | 2140 | 11) (3 | 2140 | 51 | 11)
coinv + 4 coinv + 5 coinv + 6
(3 | 2140 | 50 | 11) (3 | 2140 | 11 | 51) (3 | 2140 | 11 | 50)
coinv + 7 coinv + 8 coinv + 9.
The names of these three kinds of insertions come from our combinatorial models for Gn-faces; a
star insertion adds a star to the star model of σ, a zero insertion adds an element to the zero block
of σ, and a bar insertion adds a bar to the bar model of σ.
Let σ = (B1 | · · · | Bℓ) ∈ Fn,k be an Gn-face of dimension k and let σ be the Gn−1-face
obtained by deleting n from σ. Then σ ∈ Fn−1,k if σ arises from σ by a star or zero insertion and
σ ∈ Fn−1,k−1 if σ arises from σ from a bar insertion. Assume inductively that the monomial Ψ(σ)
has been defined, and that this monomial lies in Mn−1,k or Mn−1,k−1 according to whether σ lies
in Fn−1,k or Fn−1,k−1. We define Ψ(σ) by the rule
(4.12)
Ψ(σ) :=

Ψ(σ) · x
r·(k−j−1)+(r−c−1)
n if nc ∈ Bℓ−j and Bℓ−j is a nonzero nonsingleton,
Ψ(σ) · xkrn if n lies in the zero block of σ,
Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r · x
r·(k−j−1)+(r−c−1)
n if Bℓ−j = {n
c} is a nonzero singleton,
where in the third branch S ⊆ [n − 1] is the unique subset of size |S| = n − k guaranteed by
Lemma 4.7 applied to m = Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn−1,k−1.
Example 4.8. Let (n, k, r) = (8, 3, 3) and consider the face σ = (25 | 107081 | 61 | 3242) ∈ F8,3. In
order to calculate Ψ(σ) ∈ M8,3, we refer to the following table. Here ‘type’ refers to the type of
insertion (star, zero, or bar) of n at each stage.
σ n k type S Ψ(σ)
(10) 1 1 x21
(2 | 10) 2 1 zero x21x
3
2
(2 | 10 | 32) 3 2 bar 2 x21x
3
2 ·m(2)
3 · x33 = x
2
1x
6
2x
3
3
(2 | 10 | 3242) 4 2 star x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4
(25 | 10 | 3242) 5 2 zero x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4x
6
5
(25 | 10 | 61 | 3242) 6 3 bar 235 x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4x
6
5 ·m(235)
3 · x46 = x
2
1x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6
(25 | 1070 | 61 | 3242) 7 3 star x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7
(25 | 107081 | 61 | 3242) 8 3 star x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7x
1
8
We conclude that
Ψ(σ) = Ψ(25 | 107081 | 61 | 3242) = x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7x
1
8 ∈ M8,3.
Observe that the zero block of σ is {2, 5}, and that x2 and x5 are the variables in Ψ(σ) with
exponent kr = 3 · 3 = 9.
The next result is the extension of [14, Thm. 4.9] to r ≥ 2. The proof has the same basic
structure, but one must account for the presence of zero blocks.
Proposition 4.9. The map Ψ : Fn,k →Mn,k is a bijection which restricts to a bijection OPn,k →
Nn,k. Moreover, for any σ ∈ Fn,k we have
(4.13) coinv(σ) = deg(Ψ(σ)).
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Finally, if σ ∈ Fn,k has a zero block Z, then
(4.14) Z = {1 ≤ i ≤ n : the exponent of xi in Ψ(σ) is kr}.
Proof. We need to show that Ψ is a well-defined function Fn,k →Mn,k. To do this, we induct on
n (with the base case n = 1 being clear). Let σ = (B1 | · · · | Bℓ) ∈ Fn,k and let σ be the Gn−1-face
obtained by removing n from σ. Then σ ∈ Fn−1,k (if the insertion type of n was star or zero) or
σ ∈ Fn−1,k−1 (if the insertion type of n was bar). We inductively assume that Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn−1,k or
Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn−1,k−1 accordingly.
Suppose first that the insertion type of n was star or zero, so that Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn−1,k. Then we
have
(4.15) Ψ(σ) =
{
Ψ(σ) · x
r·(k−j−1)+(r−c−1)
n if nc ∈ Bℓ−j and Bℓ−j is a nonzero nonsingleton,
Ψ(σ) · xkrn if n lies in the zero block of σ.
By induction and the inequalities 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1, we know that none of the
variable powers xkr+11 , . . . , x
kr+1
n divide Ψ(σ). Let S ⊆ [n] be a subset of size |S| = n− k+1. Since
Ψ(σ) ∈ Mrn−1,k, we know that x(S − {max(S)})
r ∤ Ψ(σ). This implies that x(S)r ∤ Ψ(σ). We
conclude that Ψ(σ) ∈Mn,k.
Now suppose that the insertion type of n was bar, so that Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn−1,k−1. We have
(4.16) Ψ(σ) = Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r · xr·(k−j−1)+(r−c−1)n ,
where Bℓ−j = {n
c} and S ⊆ [n−1] is the unique subset of size |S| = n−k guaranteed by Lemma 4.7
applied to the monomial m = Ψ(σ). Since none of the variable powers x
(k−1)·r+1
1 , . . . , x
(k−1)·r+1
n−1
divide Ψ(σ), we conclude that none of the variable powers xkr+11 , . . . , x
kr+1
n divide Ψ(σ). Let T ⊆ [n]
satisfy |T | = n− k+ 1. If n /∈ T , Lemma 4.7 and induction guarantee that x(T )r ∤ Ψ(σ). If n ∈ T ,
then the power of xn in the monomial x(T )
r is kr, so that x(T )r ∤ Ψ(σ). We conclude that
Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn,k. This finishes the proof that Ψ : Fn,k →Mn,k is well-defined.
The relationship coinv(σ) = deg(Ψ(σ)) is clear from the inductive definition of Ψ and the previ-
ously described effect of insertion on the coinv statistic.
Let σ ∈ Fn,k be an Gn-face with zero block Z (where Z could be empty). We aim to show that
Z = {1 ≤ i ≤ n : the exponent of xi in Ψ(σ) is kr}. To do this, we proceed by induction on n
(the case n = 1 being clear). As before, let σ be the face obtained by erasing n from σ and let Z
be the zero block of σ. We inductively assume that
(4.17) Z =
{
{1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : the exponent of xi in Ψ(σ) is kr} if σ ∈ Fn−1,k,
{1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : the exponent of xi in Ψ(σ) is (k − 1) · r} if σ ∈ Fn−1,k−1.
Suppose first that σ was obtained from σ by a star insertion, so that σ ∈ Fn−1,k and Z = Z.
Since the exponent of xn in Ψ(σ) is < kr, the desired equality of sets holds in this case.
Next, suppose that σ was obtained from σ by a zero insertion, so that σ ∈ Fn−1,k and Z = Z∪{n}.
Since the exponent of xn in Ψ(σ) is kr, the desired equality of sets holds in this case.
Finally, suppose that σ was obtained from σ by a bar insertion, so that σ ∈ Fn−1,k−1 and Z = Z.
Since the exponent of xn in Ψ(σ) is < kr, by induction we need only argue that Z ⊆ S, where
S ⊆ [n − 1] is the unique subset of size |S| = n − k guaranteed by Lemma 4.7 applied to the
monomial m = Ψ(σ).
If the containment Z ⊆ S failed to hold, let z = Z −S be arbitrary. By induction, the exponent
of xz in Ψ(σ) is (k − 1) · r. Also, we have the divisibility x(S)
r | Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r. If since z ≤ n− 1,
we have the divisibility x(S ∪ {z})r | x(S)r · x
(k−1)·r
z , so that x(S ∪ {z})r | Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r, which
contradicts Lemma 4.7. We conclude that Z ⊆ S. This proves the last sentence of the proposition.
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We now turn our attention to proving that Ψ : Fn,k → Mn,k is a bijection. In order to prove
that Ψ is a bijection, we will construct its inverse Φ :Mn,k → Fn,k. The map Φ will be defined by
reversing the recursion used to define Ψ.
When (n, k) = (1, 0), there is only one choice for Φ; we must define Φ :M1,0 → F1,0 by
(4.18) Φ : 1 7→ (1).
When (n, k) = (1, 1), since Φ is supposed to invert the function Ψ, we are forced to define Φ :
M1,1 → F1,1 by
(4.19) Φ : xc1 7→ (1
r−c−1),
for 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1.
In general, fix k ≤ n and assume inductively that the functions
{
Φ :Mn−1,k → Fn−1,k,
Φ :Mn−1,k−1 → Fn−1,k−1
have already been defined. We aim to define the function Φ : Mn,k → Fn,k. To this end, let
m = xa11 · · · x
an−1
n−1 x
an
n ∈ Mn,k be a monomial. Define a new monomial m
′ := xa11 · · · x
an−1
n−1 by setting
xn = 1 in m. Either m
′ ∈ Mn−1,k or m
′ /∈ Mn−1,k.
If m′ ∈ Mn−1,k, then Φ(m
′) = (B1 | · · · | Bℓ) ∈ F
r
n−1,k is a previously defined Gn−1-face. Our
definition of Φ(m) depends on the exponent an of xn in m.
• If m′ ∈ Mn−1,k and an < kr, write an = j · r + (r − c− 1) for a nonnegative integer j and
0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1. Let Φ(m) be obtained from Φ(m′) by star inserting nc into the jth nonzero
block of Ψ(m) from the left.
• If m′ ∈ Mn−1,k and an = kr, let Φ(m) be obtained from Φ(m
′) by adding n to the zero
block of Φ(m′) (creating a zero block if necessary).
Ifm′ /∈ Mn−1,k, there exists a subset S ⊆ [n−1] such that |S| = n−k and x(S)
r | m′. Lemma 4.6
guarantees that the set S is unique.
Claim: We have m
′
m(S)r ∈ Mn−1,k−1.
Since m ∈ Mn,k, we know that x(T )
r ∤ m
′
m(S)r for all T ⊆ [n − 1] with |T | = n − k + 1. Let
1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. We need to show x
(k−1)·r+1
j ∤
m′
m(S)r . If j ∈ S this is immediate from the fact that
xkr+1j ∤ m
′. If j /∈ S and x
(k−1)·r+1
j |
m′
m(S)r , then x
(k−1)·r+1
j | m
′ and x(S∪{j})r | m′, a contradiction
to the assumption m = m′ · xann ∈Mn,k. This finishes the proof of the Claim.
By the Claim, we recursively have an Gn−1-face Φ
(
m′
m(S)
)
∈ Fn−1,k−1. Moreover, we have
an < kr (because otherwise x(S∪{n})
r | m, contradicting m ∈ Mn,k). Write an = j ·r+(r− c−1)
for some nonnegative integer j and 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1. Form Φ(m) from Φ(m′) by bar inserting the
singleton block {nc} to the left of the jth nonzero block of Φ(m′) from the left.
For an example of the map Φ, let (n, k, r) = (8, 3, 3) and let m = x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7x
1
8 ∈ M8,3.
The following table computes Φ(m) = (25 | 107081 | 61 | 3242). Throughout this calculation, the
nonzero blocks will successively become frozen (i.e., written in bold).
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m m′ (n, k) type S m
′
m(S)r (j, c) Φ(m)
x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7x
1
8 x
2
1x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7 (8, 3) star (0, 1) (8
1 | · | ·)
x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6x
2
7 x
2
1x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6 (7, 3) star (0, 0) (7
081 | · | ·)
x21x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5x
4
6 x
2
1x
9
2x
6
3x
3
4x
9
5 (6, 3) bar 235 x
2
1x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4x
6
5 (1, 1) (7
081 | 61 | ·)
x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4x
6
5 x
2
1x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4 (5, 2) zero (5 | 7
081 | 61 | ·)
x21x
6
2x
3
3x
3
4 x
2
1x
6
2x
3
3 (4, 2) star (1, 2) (5 | 7
081 | 61 | 42)
x21x
6
2x
3
3 x
2
1x
6
2 (3, 2) bar 2 x
2
1x
3
2 (1, 2) (5 | 7
081 | 61 | 3242)
x21x
3
2 x
2
1 (2, 1) zero (25 | 7
081 | 61 | 3242)
x21 1 (1, 1) bar ∅ 1 (0, 0) (25 | 1
07081 | 61 | 3242)
To proceed from one row of the table to the next, we use the following procedure.
• Define m to be the monomial m′ from the above row (if the insertion type in the above row
was star or zero) or the monomial m
′
m(S)r from the above row (if the insertion type in the
above row was bar).
• Define (n, k) in the current row to be (n− 1, k) from the above row (if the insertion type in
the above row was star or zero) or (n − 1, k − 1) from the above row (if the insertion type
in the above row was bar).
• Using the (n, k) in the current row, define m′ from m using the relation m = m′ · xann .
• If an = kr, define the insertion type of the current row to be zero, let Φ(m) be obtained
from the above row by adjoining n to its zero block (creating a new zero block if necessary),
and move on to the next row.
• If an < kr, define (j, c) by the relation an = j · r + (r − c− 1), where j is nonnegative and
0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1.
• If an < kr and m
′ ∈ Mn−1,k, define the insertion type of the current row to be star. Let
Φ(m) obtained from the above row by inserting nc into the jth nonzero nonfrozen block
from the left, and move on to the next row.
• If an < kr and m
′ /∈ Mn−1,k, define the insertion type of the current row to be bar. Let
S ⊆ [n − 1] be the set defined by Lemma 4.6 as above. Calculate m
′
m(S)r . Let Φ(m) be
obtained from the above row by inserting nc into the jth nonzero nonfrozen block from the
left and freezing that block. Move on to the next row.
We leave it for the reader to check that the procedure defined above reverses the recursive
definition of Ψ, so that Φ and Ψ are mutually inverse maps. The fact that Ψ restricts to give a
bijection OPn,k → Nn,k follows from the assertion about zero blocks. 
We are ready to identify the standard monomial bases of our quotient rings Rn,k and Sn,k. The
proof of the following result is analogous to the proof of [14, Thm. 4.10].
Theorem 4.10. Let n ≥ k be positive integers and endow monomials in C[xn] with the lexicographic
term order <.
• The collection Mn,k of (n, k)-nonskip monomials in C[xn] is the standard monomial basis
of Rn,k.
• The collection Nn,k of strongly (n, k)-nonskip monomials in C[xn] is the standard monomial
basis of Sn,k.
Proof. Let us begin with the case of Rn,k. Recall the point set Yn,k ⊆ C
n. Let Bn,k be the standard
monomial basis of the quotient ring C[xn]/T(Yn,k). Since dim(C[xn]/T(Yn,k)) = |Yn,k| = |Fn,k|,
we have
(4.20) |Bn,k| = |Fn,k|.
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On the other hand, Lemma 4.2 says that In,k ⊆ T(Yn,k). This leads to the containment of initial
ideals
(4.21) in<(In,k) ⊆ in<(T(Yn,k)).
If Cn,k is the standard monomial basis for Rn,k = C[xn]/In,k, this implies
(4.22) Bn,k ⊆ Cn,k.
However, Lemma 6.5 and the definition of (n, k)-nonskip monomials implies
(4.23) Cn,k ⊆Mn,k.
Proposition 4.9 shows that |Mn,k| = |Fn,k|. Since we already know Bn,k ⊆Mn,k and |Bn,k| = |Fn,k|,
we conclude that
(4.24) Bn,k =Mn,k,
which proves the first assertion of the theorem.
The case of Sn,k is similar. An identical chain of reasoning, this time involving Zn,k instead of
Yn,k, shows that Nn,k contains the standard monomial basis for Sn,k. Propososition 4.9 implies
that both |Nn,k| and dim(Sn,k) equal |OPn,k|. 
Theorem 4.10 makes it easy to compute the Hilbert series of Rn,k and Sn,k.
Corollary 4.11. The graded vector spaces Rn,k and Sn,k have the following Hilbert series.
Hilb(Rn,k; q) =
n∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
qkrz · revq([r]
n−z
q · [k]!qr · Stirqr(n− z, k))(4.25)
=
n∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
qkrz · [r]n−zq · [k]!qr · revq(Stirqr(n− z, k)).(4.26)
Hilb(Sn,k; q) = revq([r]
n
q · [k]!qr · Stirqr(n, k))(4.27)
= [r]nq · [k]!qr · revq(Stirqr(n, k)).(4.28)
Proof. By Theorem 4.10 and Proposition 4.9, we have
Hilb(Rn,k; q) =
∑
σ∈Fn,k
qcoinv(σ),(4.29)
Hilb(Sn,k; q) =
∑
σ∈OPn,k
qcoinv(σ),(4.30)
so that the proof of the corollary reduces to calculating the generating function of coinv on Fn,k
and OPn,k.
It follows from the work of Steingr´ımsson [21] that the generating function of coinv on OPn,k is
(4.31)
∑
σ∈OPn,k
qcoinv(σ) = revq([r]
n
q · [k]!qr · Stirqr(n, k)),
proving the desired expression for Hilb(Sn,k; q). For the derivation of Hilb(Rn,k; q), simply note
that a zero block Z of an Gn-face σ ∈ Fn,k contributes kr · |Z| to coinv(σ). 
The proof of Theorem 4.10 also gives the ungraded isomorphism type of the Gn-modules Rn,k
and Sn,k.
Corollary 4.12. As ungraded Gn-modules we have Rn,k ∼= C[Fn,k] and Sn,k ∼= C[OPn,k].
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Proof. We have the following isomorphisms of ungraded Gn-modules:
(4.32) C[xn]/T(Yn,k) ∼= C[xn]/In,k ∼= C[Fn,k]
and
(4.33) C[xn]/T(Zn,k) ∼= C[xn]/Jn,k ∼= C[OPn,k].
The proof of Theorem 4.10 shows that T(Yn,k) = In,k and T(Zn,k) = Jn,k. 
Theorem 4.10 identifies the standard monomial bases Mn,k and Nn,k for the quotient rings
Rn,k and Sn,k with respect to the lexicographic term order. However, checking whether monomial
m ∈ C[xn] is (strongly) (n, k)-nonskip involves checking whether x(S)
r | m for all possible subsets
S ⊆ [n] with |S| = n−k+1. The next result gives a more direct characterization of the monomials
of Mn,k and Nn,k.
A shuffle of a pair of sequences (a1, . . . , ap) and (b1, . . . , bq) is an interleaving (c1, . . . , cp+q) of
these sequences which preserves the relative order of the a’s and b’s. The following result is an
extension of [14, Thm. 4.13] to r ≥ 2.
Theorem 4.13. We have
(4.34) Mn,k =
{
xa11 · · · x
an
n :
(a1, . . . , an) is componentwise ≤ some shuffle of
(r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and (kr, . . . , kr)
}
,
where there are n− k copies of kr. Moreover, we have
(4.35) Nn,k =
{
xa11 · · · x
an
n :
(a1, . . . , an) is componentwise ≤ some shuffle of
(r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and (kr − 1, . . . , kr − 1)
}
,
where there are n− k copies of kr − 1.
Proof. Let An,k and Bn,k denote the sets of monomials right-hand sides of the top and bottom
asserted equalities, respectively. A direct check shows that any shuffle of (r−1, 2r−1, . . . , kr−1) and
(kr, . . . , kr) is (n, k)-nonskip and that any shuffle of (r−1, 2r−1, . . . , kr−1) and (kr−1, . . . , kr−1)
is (n, k)-strongly nonskip. This implies that An,k ⊆Mn,k and Bn,k ⊆ Nn,k.
To verify the reverse containment, consider the bijection Ψ : Fn,k → Mn,k of Proposition 4.9.
We argue that Ψ(Fn,k) ⊆ An,k. Let σ ∈ Fn,k be an Gn-face and let σ be the Gn−1-face obtained
by removing n from σ.
Case 1: n is not contained in a nonzero singleton block of σ.
In this case we have σ ∈ Fn−1,k. We inductively assume Ψ(σ) ∈ An−1,k. This means that
there is some shuffle (a1, . . . , an−1) of the sequences (r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and (kr, . . . , kr)
such that Ψ(σ) | xa11 · · · x
an−1
n−1 (where there are n − k − 1 copies of kr). By the definition of Ψ we
have Ψ(σ) | xa11 · · · x
an−1
n−1 x
kr
n , and (a1, . . . , an−1, kr) is a shuffle of (r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and
(kr, kr, . . . , kr), where there are n− k copies of kr. We conclude that Ψ(σ) ∈ An,k
Case 2: n is contained in a nonzero singleton block of σ.
In this case we have σ ∈ Fn−1,k−1. We inductively assume Ψ(σ) ∈ An−1,k−1. We have Ψ(σ) =
Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r ·xin for some 0 ≤ i ≤ kr−1, where S ⊆ [n−1], |S| = n−k, and x(S)
r | (Ψ(σ) ·m(S)r).
Consider the shuffle (a1, . . . , an) of (r − 1, 2r − 1, . . . , kr − 1) and (kr, kr, . . . , kr) determined by
aj = kr if and only if j ∈ S.
We claim Ψ(σ) | xa11 · · · x
an
n , so that Ψ(σ) ∈ An,k. To see this, write Ψ(σ) = x
b1
1 · · · x
bn
n . Since
Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn,k we know that 0 ≤ bj ≤ kr for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If Ψ(σ) ∤ x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n , choose 1 ≤ j ≤ n
with aj < bj ; by the last sentence we know j /∈ S. A direct check shows that x(S ∪ {j})
r | Ψ(σ),
which contradicts Ψ(σ) ∈ Mn,k. We conclude that Ψ(σ) ∈ An,k. This completes the proof that
Ψ(Fn,k) ⊆ An,k.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, one verifies Ψ(OPn,k) ⊆ Bn,k. The argument
follows a similar inductive pattern and is left to the reader. 
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For example, consider the case (n, k, r) = (5, 3, 2). The shuffles of (1, 3, 5) and (6, 6) are the ten
sequences
(1, 3, 5, 6, 6) (1, 3, 6, 5, 6) (1, 6, 3, 5, 6) (6, 1, 3, 5, 6) (1, 3, 6, 6, 5)
(1, 6, 3, 6, 5) (6, 1, 3, 6, 5) (1, 6, 6, 3, 5) (6, 1, 6, 3, 5) (6, 6, 1, 3, 5),
so that the standard monomial basis M5,3 of R5,3 with respect to the lexicographic term order
consists of those monomials xa11 · · · x
a5
5 whose exponent sequence (a1, . . . , a5) is componentwise ≤
at least one of these ten sequences. On the other hand, the shuffles of (1, 3, 5) and (5, 5) are the six
sequences
(1, 3, 5, 5, 5) (1, 5, 3, 5, 5) (5, 1, 3, 5, 5) (1, 5, 5, 3, 5) (5, 1, 5, 3, 5) (5, 5, 1, 3, 5),
so that the standard monomial basis N5,3 of S5,3 consists of those monomials x
a1
1 · · · x
a5
5 where
(a1, . . . , a5) is componentwise ≤ at least one of these six sequences.
The next result gives the reduced Gro¨bner bases of the ideals In,k and Jn,k. It is the extension
of [14, Thm. 4.14] to r ≥ 2.
Theorem 4.14. Endow monomials in C[xn] with the lexicographic term order.
• The variable powers xkr+11 , . . . , x
kr+1
n , together with the polynomials
κ
γ(S)
(xrn)
for S ⊆ [n] with |S| = n − k + 1, form a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal In,k ⊆ C[xn]. If
n > k > 0, this Gro¨bner basis is reduced.
• The variable powers xkr1 , . . . , x
kr
n , together with the polynomials
κ
γ(S)
(xrn)
for S ⊆ [n − 1] with |S| = n − k + 1, form a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal Jn,k ⊆ C[xn]. If
n > k > 0, this Gro¨bner basis is reduced.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the relevant polynomials κγ(S)(x
r
n) lie in the ideals In,k and Jn,k; the given
variable powers are generators of these ideals. By Theorem 4.10, the number of monomials which do
not divide any of the initial terms of the given polynomials equals the dimension of the corresponding
quotient ring in either case. It follows that the given sets of polynomials are Gro¨bner bases for In,k
and Jn,k.
Suppose n > k > 0. By Lemma 3.3, for any distinct polynomials f, g listed in either bullet point,
the leading monomial of f has coefficient 1 and does not divide any monomial in g. This implies
the claim about reducedness. 
5. Generalized descent monomial basis
5.1. A straightening algorithm. For an r-colored permutation g = πc11 . . . π
cn
n ∈ Gn, let d(g) =
(d1(g), . . . , dn(g)) be the sequence of nonnegative integers given by
(5.1) di(g) := |{j ∈ Des(π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n ) : j ≥ i}|.
We have d1(g) = des(g) and d1(g) ≥ · · · ≥ dn(g). Following Bango and Biagioli [4], we define the
descent monomial bg ∈ C[xn] by the equation
(5.2) bg :=
n∏
i=1
xrdi(g)+ciπi .
When r = 1, the monomials bg were introduced by Garisa [8] and further studied by Garsia
and Stanton [10]. Garsia [8] proved that the collection of monomials {bg : g ∈ Sn} descends to
a basis for the coinvariant algebra attached to Sn. When r = 2, a slightly different family of
monomials was introduced by Adin, Brenti, and Roichman [1]; they proved that their monomials
descend to a basis for the coinvariant algebra attached to the hyperoctohedral group. Bango and
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Biagioli [4] introduced the collection of monomials above; they proved that they descend to a basis
for the coinvariant algebra attached to Gn (and, more generally, that an appropriate subset of them
descend to a basis of the coinvariant algebra for the G(r, p, n) family of complex reflection groups).
We will find it convenient to extend the definition of bg somewhat to ‘partial colored permutations’
g = πc11 . . . π
cm
m , where π1, . . . , πm are distinct integers in [n] and 0 ≤ c1, . . . , cm ≤ r − 1 are colors.
The formulae (5.1) and (5.2) still make sense in this case and define a monomial bg ∈ C[xn].
As an example of descent monomials, consider the case (n, r) = (8, 3) and g = πc11 . . . π
c8
8 =
3270116181204251 ∈ G8. We calculate Des(g) = {2, 6}, so that d(g) = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0). The
monomial bg ∈ C[x8] is given by
bg = x
8
3x
6
7x
4
1x
4
6x
4
8x
3
2x
2
4x
1
5.
Let g = 6181204251 be the sequence obtained by erasing the first three letters of g. We leave it for
the reader to check that
bg = x
4
6x
4
8x
3
2x
2
4x
1
5,
so that bg is obtained by truncating bg. We formalize this as an observation.
Observation 5.1. Let g = πc11 . . . π
cn
n ∈ Gn and let g = π
cm
m . . . π
cn
n for some 1 ≤ m ≤ n. If
bg = x
a1
π1 · · · x
an
πn, then bg = x
am
πm · · · x
an
πn.
The most important property of the bg monomials will be a related Straightening Lemma of
Bango and Biagioli [4] (see also [1]). This lemma uses a certain partial order on monomials. In
order to define this partial order, we will attach colored permutations to monomials as follows.
Definition 5.2. Let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n be a monomial in C[xn]. Let
g(m) = πc11 . . . π
cn
n ∈ Gn
be the r-colored permutation determined uniquely by the following conditions:
• aπi ≥ aπi+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n,
• if aπi = aπi+1 then πi < πi+1, and
• ai ≡ ci (mod r).
If m = xa11 · · · x
an
n is a monomial in C[xn], let λ(m) = (λ(m)1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ(m)n) be the nonincreas-
ing rearrangement of the exponent sequence (a1, . . . , an). The following partial order on monomials
was introduced in [1, Sec. 3.3].
Definition 5.3. Letm,m′ ∈ C[xn] be monomials and let g(m) = π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n and g(m
′) = σe11 . . . σ
en
n
be the elements of Gn determined by Definition 5.2
We write m ≺ m′ if deg(m) = deg(m′) and one of the following conditions holds:
• λ(m) <dom λ(m
′), or
• λ(m) = λ(m′) and inv(π) > inv(σ).
Observe the numbers inv(π) and inv(σ) appearing in the second bullet refer to the inversion
numbers of the uncolored permutations π, σ ∈ Sn.
In order to state the Straightening Lemma, we will need to attach a length n sequence µ(m) =
(µ(m)1 ≥ · · · ≥ µ(m)n) of nonnegative integers to any monomial m. The basic tool for doing this
is as follows; its proof is similar to that of [1, Claim 5.1].
Lemma 5.4. Let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈ C[xn] be a monomial, let g(m) = π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n ∈ Gn be the
associated group element, and let d(m) := d(g(m)) = (d1 ≥ · · · ≥ dn). The sequence
(5.3) aπ1 − rd1 − c1, . . . , aπn − rdn − cn
of exponents of mbg(m)
is a weakly decreasing sequence of nonnegative multiples of r.
Lemma 5.4 justifies the following definition.
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Definition 5.5. Let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n be a monomial and let (aπ1 − rd1− c1 ≥ · · · ≥ aπn − rdn− cn)
be the weakly decreasing sequence of nonnegative multiples of r guaranteed by Lemma 5.4. Let
µ(m) = (µ(m)1, . . . , µ(m)n) be the partition conjugate to the partition(
aπ1 − rd1 − c1
r
, . . . ,
aπn − rdn − cn
r
)
.
As an example, consider (n, r) = (8, 3) and m = x71x
3
2x
14
3 x
2
4x
1
5x
7
6x
12
7 x
7
8. We have λ(m) =
(14, 12, 7, 7, 7, 3, 2, 1). We calculate g(m) ∈ G8 to be g(m) = 3
270116181204251. From this it
follows that d(m) = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0). The sequence µ(m) is determined by the equation
3 · µ(m)′ = λ(m)− 3 · d(m)− (2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1),
from which it follows that µ(m)′ = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and µ(m) = (5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
The Straightening Lemma of Bango and Biagioli [4] for monomials in C[xn] is as follows.
Lemma 5.6. (Bango-Biagioli [4]) Let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n be a monomial in C[xn]. We have
(5.4) m = eµ(m)(x
r
n) · bg(m) +Σ,
where Σ is a linear combination of monomials m′ ∈ C[xn] which satisfy m
′ ≺ m.
5.2. The rings Sn,k. We are ready to introduce our descent-type monomials for the rings Sn,k.
This is an extension to r ≥ 1 of the (n, k)-Garsia-Stanton monomials of [14, Sec. 5].
Definition 5.7. Let n ≥ k. The collection Dn,k of (n, k)-descent monomials consists of all mono-
mials in C[xn] of the form
(5.5) bg · x
ri1
π1 · · · x
rin−k
πn−k ,
where g ∈ Gn satisfies des(g) < k and the integer sequence (i1, . . . , in−k) satisfies
k − des(g) > i1 ≥ · · · ≥ in−k ≥ 0.
As an example, consider (n, k, r) = (7, 5, 2) and let g = 21506110314070 ∈ G7. It follows that
Des(g) = {2, 4} so that des(g) = 2 and k − des(g) = 3. We have
bg = x
5
2x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3,
so that Definition 5.7 gives rise to the following monomials in D7,5:
x52x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3, x
5
2x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3 · x
2
2, x
5
2x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3 · x
4
2,
x52x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3 · x
2
2x
2
5, x
5
2x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3 · x
4
2x
2
5, x
5
2x
4
5x
3
6x
2
1x
1
3 · x
4
2x
4
5.
By considering the possibilities for the sequence (i1 ≥ · · · ≥ in−k), we see that
(5.6) |Dn,k| ≤
∑
g∈Gn
(
n− des(g)− 1
n− k
)
=
∑
g∈Gn
(
asc(g)
n− k
)
(where we have an inequality because a priori two monomials produced by Definition 5.7 for different
choices of g could coincide). If we consider an ‘ascent-starred’ model for elements of OPn,k, e.g.
21∗5
1
∗1
0 63 42∗3
1 ∈ OP6,3,
we see that
(5.7) |Dn,k| ≤ |OPn,k| = dim(Sn,k).
Our next theorem implies |Dn,k| = dim(Sn,k).
Theorem 5.8. The collection Dn,k of (n, k)-descent monomials descends to a basis of the quotient
ring Sn,k.
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Proof. By Equation 5.7, we need only show that Dn,k descends to a spanning set of the quotient
ring Sn,k. To this end, let m = x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n ∈ C[xn] be a monomial. We will show that the coset
m+ Jn,k lies in the span of Dn,k by induction on the partial order ≺.
Supposem is minimal with respect to the partial order ≺. Let us consider the exponent sequence
(a1, . . . , an) of m. By ≺-minimality, we have
(a1, . . . , an) = (a, . . . , a︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
, a+ 1, . . . , a+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−p
)
for some integers a ≥ 0 and 0 < p ≤ n. Our analysis breaks into cases depending on the values of
a and p.
• If a ≥ r then en(x
r
n) | m, so that m ≡ 0 in the quotient Sn,k.
• If 0 ≤ a < r and p = n, then m = bg where
g = 1a2a . . . na ∈ Gn.
• If 0 ≤ a < r − 1 and p < n, then m = bg where
g = (p + 1)a+1(p+ 2)a+1 . . . na+11a2a . . . pa ∈ Gn.
• If a = r − 1 and 0 < p < n, then m = bg where
g = (p+ 1)0(p+ 2)0 . . . n01r−12r−1 . . . pr−1 ∈ Gn.
We conclude that m+ Jn,k lies in the span of Dn,k.
Now let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n be an arbitrary monomial in C[xn]. We inductively assume that for any
monomial m′ in C[xn] which satisfies m
′ ≺ m, the coset m′ + Jn,k lies in the span of Dn,k. We
apply the Straightening Lemma 5.6 to m, which yields
m = eµ(m)(x
r
n) · bg(m) +Σ,
where Σ is a linear combination of monomials m′ ≺ m; by induction, the ring element Σ+ Jn,k lies
in the span of Dn,k.
Write d(m) = (d1, . . . , dn) and g(m) = (π1 . . . πn, c1 . . . cn). Since d1 = des(g(m)), if des(g(m)) ≥
k, we would have xkrπ1 | bg(m), so that m ≡ Σ modulo Jn,k and m lies in the span of Dn,k. Similarly,
if µ(m)1 ≥ n − k + 1, then eµ(m)1(x
r
n) | (eµ(m)(x
r
n) · bg(m)), so that again m ≡ Σ modulo Jn,k and
m lies in the span of Dn,k.
By the last paragraph, we may assume that
des(g(m)) < k and µ(m)1 ≤ n− k.
We have the identity
(5.8) m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′n
πn ,
where µ(m)′ is the partition conjugate to µ(m). Since µ(m)1 ≤ n− k, we may rewrite this identity
as
(5.9) m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k ,
where the sequence µ(m)′1, . . . , µ(m)
′
n−k is weakly decreasing. If µ(m)
′
1 < k − des(g), we have
m ∈ Dn,k. If µ(m)
′
1 ≥ k − des(g), since r · des(g) is ≤ the power of xπ1 in bg(m), we have x
kr
π1 | m,
so that m ≡ Σ modulo Jn,k. In either case, we have that m+ Jn,k lies in the span of Dn,k. 
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5.3. The rings Rn,k. Our aim is to expand our set of monomials Dn,k to a larger set of monomials
EDn,k (the ‘extended’ descent monomials) which will descend to a basis for the rings Rn,k.
Definition 5.9. Let the extended (n, k)-descent monomials EDn,k be the set of monomials of the
form
(5.10)
 z∏
j=1
xkrπj
 · b
π
cz+1
z+1 ...π
cn
n
·
(
xr·iz+1πz+1 x
r·iz+2
πz+2 · · · x
r·in−k
πn−k
)
,
where
• we have 0 ≤ z ≤ n− k,
• πc11 . . . π
cn
n ∈ Gn is a colored permutation whose length n − z suffix π
cz+1
z+1 . . . π
cn
n satisifes
des(π
cz+1
z+1 . . . π
cn
n ) < k, and
• we have
k − des(π
cz+1
z+1 . . . π
cn
n ) > iz+1 ≥ iz+2 ≥ · · · ≥ in−k ≥ 0.
We also set EDn,0 := {1}.
As an example of Definition 5.9, let (n, k, r) = (7, 3, 2), let z = 2, and consider the group element
51112060704130 ∈ G7. We have des(2
060704130) = 1, so that k − des(2060704130) = 2. Moreover,
we have
b2060704130 = x
2
2x
2
6x
2
7x
1
4,
so that we get the following monomials in ED7,3:
(x65x
6
1) · (x
2
2x
2
6x
2
7x
1
4), (x
6
5x
6
1) · (x
2
2x
2
6x
2
7x
1
4) · (x
2
2), (x
6
5x
6
1) · (x
2
2x
2
6x
2
7x
1
4) · (x
2
2x
2
6).
Observe that the monomial defined in (5.10) depends only on the set of letters {π1, . . . , πz}
contained in the length z prefix πc11 . . . π
cz
z of π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n . We can therefore form a typical monomial
in EDn,k by choosing 0 ≤ z ≤ n−k, then choosing a set Z ⊆ [n] with |Z| = z, then forming a typical
element of Dn−z,k on the variable set {xj : j ∈ [n] − Z}, and finally multiplying by the product∏
j∈Z x
kr
j . By Theorem 5.8, there are |OPn−z,k| monomials in Dn−z,k, and all of the exponents in
these monomials are < kr. It follows that
(5.11) |EDn,k| =
n−k∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
|Dn−z,k| =
n−k∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
|OPn−z,k| = |Fn,k| = dim(Rn,k).
We will show EDn,k descends to a spanning set of Rn,k, and hence descends to a basis of Rn,k.
Theorem 5.10. The set EDn,k of extended (n, k)-descent monomials descends to a basis of Rn,k.
Proof. Let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n be a monomial in C[xn]. We argue that the coset m + In,k ∈ Rn,k lies
in the span of EDn,k.
Suppose first that m is minimal with respect to ≺. The exponent sequence (a1, . . . , an) has the
form
(a1, . . . , an) = (a, . . . , a︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
, a+ 1, . . . , a+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−p
)
for some a ≥ 0 and 0 < p ≤ n. The same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 5.8 implies that
m ≡ 0 (mod In,k) or m ∈ Dn,k ⊆ EDn,k.
Now let m = xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈ C[xn] be an arbitrary monomial and form the sequence d(m) =
(d1, . . . , dn) and the colored permutation g(m) = π
c1
1 . . . π
cn
n . Apply the Straightening Lemma 5.6
to write
(5.12) m = eµ(m)(x
r
n) · bg(m) +Σ,
where Σ is a linear combination of monomials m′ ∈ C[xn] with m
′ ≺ m.
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We inductively assume that the ring element Σ+In,k lies in the span of EDn,k. If µ(m)1 ≥ n−k+1,
then m ≡ Σ (mod In,k), so that m + In,k lies in the span of EDn,k. If des(g(m)) > k + 1, then
x
(k+1)r
π1 | bg(m), so that again m ≡ Σ (mod In,k) and m+ In,k lies in the span of EDn,k.
By the last paragraph, we may assume
µ(m)1 ≤ n− k and des(g(m)) ≤ k.
Our analysis breaks up into two cases depending on whether des(g(m)) < k or des(g(m)) = k.
Case 1: µ(m)1 ≤ n− k and des(g(m)) < k.
If any element in the exponent sequence (a1, . . . , an) of m is > kr, then m ≡ 0 (mod In,k). We
may therefore assume aj ≤ kr for all j.
Since we have µ(m)1 ≤ n− k, we have the identity
(5.13) m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k .
If µ(m)′1 < k − des(g(m)), we have m ∈ Dn,k ⊆ EDn,k. If µ(m)
′
1 > k − des(g(m)), we have
x
(k+1)·r
π1 | m, which contradicts aπ1 ≤ kr.
By the last paragraph, we may assume µ(m)′1 = k − des(g(m)). Since every term in the
weakly decreasing sequence (aπ1 , . . . , aπn) is ≤ kr, there exists an index 1 ≤ z ≤ n such that
(aπ1 , . . . , aπn) = (kr, . . . , kr, aπz+1 , . . . , aπn), where aπz+1 < kr. Since every exponent in bg(m) is
< kr, we in fact have 1 ≤ z ≤ n− k.
Let g be the partial colored permutation g := π
cz+1
z+1 . . . π
cn
n . Applying Observation 5.1, we have
m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k(5.14)
=
 z∏
j=1
xkrπj
 · bg · xr·µ(m)′z+1πz+1 · · · xr·µ(m)′n−kπn−k ,(5.15)
for 1 ≤ z ≤ n−k. The monomial bg·x
r·µ(m)′z+1
πz+1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k only involves the variables xπz+1, . . . , xπn ,
and every exponent in this product is < kr. If µ(m)′z+1 ≥ k−des(g), we would have the divisibility
xkrπz+1 | bg · x
r·µ(m)′z+1
πz+1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k , which is a contradiction. It follows that µ(m)
′
z+1 < k − des(g),
which implies that m ∈ EDn,k.
We conclude that the coset m+ In,k lies in the span of EDn,k, which completes this case.
Case 2: µ(m)1 ≤ n− k and des(g(m)) = k.
As in the previous case, we may assume that every exponent appearing in the monomial m is
≤ kr. We again write
(5.16) m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k
and have (aπ1 ≥ · · · ≥ aπn) = (kr, . . . , kr, aπz+1 , . . . , aπn) for some 1 ≤ z ≤ n− k. Define the partial
colored permutation g := π
cz+1
z+1 . . . π
cn
n .
Since the exponent of xπz+1 in m is ≥ r ·des(g), we have des(g) < k. If µ(m)
′
z+1 ≥ k−des(g), the
exponent of xπz+1 inm would be≥ kr, so we must have µ(m)
′
z+1 < k−des(g). Using Observation 5.1
to write
m = bg(m) · x
r·µ(m)′1
π1 · · · x
r·µ(m)′
n−k
πn−k(5.17)
=
 z∏
j=1
xkrπj
 · bg · xr·µ(m)′z+1πz+1 · · · xr·µ(m)′n−kπn−k ,(5.18)
we see that m ∈ EDn,k. 
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The following lemma involving expansions of monomials m into the EDn,k basis of Rn,k will be
useful in the next section. For 0 ≤ z ≤ n − z, let EDn,k(z) be the subset of monomials in EDn,k
which contain exactly z variables with power kr. We get a stratification
(5.19) EDn,k = EDn,k(0) ⊎ EDn,k(1) ⊎ · · · ⊎ EDn,k(n− k).
For convenience, we set EDn,k(z) = ∅ for z > n− k.
Lemma 5.11. Let (a1, . . . , an) satisfy 0 ≤ ai ≤ kr for all i, let m = x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n ∈ C[xn] be the
corresponding monomial, and let z := |{1 ≤ i ≤ n : ai = kr}|. The expansion of m + In,k in the
basis EDn,k of Rn,k only involves terms in EDn,k(0) ⊎ EDn,k(1) ⊎ · · · ⊎ EDn,k(z).
Proof. Applying the Straightening Lemma 5.6 to m, we get
(5.20) m = eµ(m)(x
r
n) · bg(m) +Σ,
where Σ is a linear combination of monomials m′ in C[xn] which satisfy m
′ ≺ m. The proof of
Theorem 5.10 shows that either
• the monomial m is an element of EDn,k, and hence an element of EDn,k(z), or
• we have m ≡ Σ (mod In,k).
If the first bullet holds, we are done. We may therefore assume that m ≡ Σ (mod In,k).
Let m′ = x
a′1
1 · · · x
a′n
n be a monomial appearing in Σ. The dominance relation λ(m′) ≤dom λ(m)
implies |{1 ≤ i ≤ n : a′i = kr}| ≤ z. We may therefore apply the logic of the last paragraph to
each such monomial m′, and iterate. 
6. Frobenius series
In this section we will determine the graded isomorphism types of the rings Rn,k and Sn,k. When
r = 1, this was carried out for the rings Sn,k in [14, Sec. 6]. It turns out that the methods developed
in [14, Sec. 6] generalize fairly readily to the S rings, but not the R rings. Our approach will be
to describe the R rings in terms of the S rings, and then describe the isomorphism type of the S
rings.
6.1. Relating R and S. In this section, we describe the graded isomorphism type of Rn,k in terms
of the rings Sn,k. The result here is as follows.
Proposition 6.1. We have an isomorphism of graded Gn-modules
(6.1) Rn,k ∼=
n−k⊕
z=0
IndGnG(n−z,z)(S
r
n−z,k ⊗Ckrz).
Here Ckrz is a copy of the trivial 1-dimensional representation of Gz sitting in degree krz.
Equivalently, we have the identity
(6.2) grFrob(Rn,k; q) =
n−k∑
z=0
qkrzs(∅,...,∅,(z))(x) · grFrob(S
r
n−z,k; q).
Proof. For 0 ≤ z ≤ n− k, let Rn,k(z) be the subspace of Rn,k given by
(6.3) Rn,k(z) := spanC{x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n + In,k : 0 ≤ ai ≤ kr and at most z of a1, . . . , an equal kr}.
It is clear that Rn,k(z) is graded and stable under the action of Gn. We also have a filtration
(6.4) Rn,k(0) ⊆ Rn,k(1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rn,k(n− k) = Rn,k.
It follows that there is an isomorphism of graded Gn-modules
(6.5) Rn,k ∼= Q
r
n,k(0) ⊕Q
r
n,k(1)⊕ · · · ⊕Q
r
n,k(n− k),
where Qrn,k(z) := Rn,k(z)/Rn,k(z − 1).
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Consider the stratification EDn,k = EDn,k(0) ⊎ EDn,k(1) ⊎ · · · ⊎ EDn,k(n− k) of the basis EDn,k
of Rn,k. The containment EDn,k(z
′) ⊆ Rn,k(z) for z
′ ≤ z implies
(6.6) dim(Rn,k(z)) ≥ |EDn,k(0)| + |EDn,k(1)| + · · ·+ |EDn,k(z)|.
On the other hand, Lemma 5.11 implies that Rn,k(z) is spanned by (the image of the monomials
in)
⊎z
z′=0 EDn,k(z
′). It follows that
(6.7) dim(Rn,k(z)) = |EDn,k(0)| + |EDn,k(1)| + · · ·+ |EDn,k(z)|.
and
⊎z
z′=0 EDn,k(z
′) descends to a basis of Rn,k(z). Consequently, the set EDn,k(z) descends to a
basis for Qrn,k(z).
Fix 0 ≤ z ≤ n− k. It follows from the definition of EDn,k(z) that
(6.8) dim(Qrn,k(z)) = |EDn,k(z)| =
(
n
z
)
· |OPn−z,k| =
(
n
z
)
· dim(Sn,k),
which coincides with the dimension of IndGnG(n−z,z)(S
r
n−z,k ⊗ Ckrz). We claim that we have an
isomorphism of graded Gn-modules
(6.9) Qrn,k(z)
∼= IndGnG(n−z,z)(S
r
n−z,k ⊗ Ckrz).
In order to prove the isomorphism (6.9), for any T ⊆ [n], let G[n]−T be the group of r-colored
permutations on the index set [n] − T and let Sn−z,k(T ) be the module Sn−z,k in the variable set
{xj : j ∈ T}. Any group element g ∈ G[n]−T acts trivially on the product
∏
j /∈T x
kr
j . We may
therefore interpret the induction on the right-hand side of (6.9) as
(6.10) IndGnG(z,n−z)(Sn−z,k ⊗ Ckrz)
∼=
⊕
|T |=n−z
Sn−z,k(T )⊗ span
∏
j /∈T
xkrj
 ,
which reduces our task to proving
(6.11) Qrn,k(z)
∼=
⊕
|T |=n−z
Sn−z,k(T )⊗ span
∏
j /∈T
xkrj
 .
The set of monomials EGSn,k(z) in C[xn] descends to a vector space basis of the graded mod-
ules appearing on either side of (6.11); the corresponding identification of cosets gives rise to an
isomorphism
(6.12) ϕ : Qrn,k(z)→
⊕
|T |=n−z
Srn−z,k(T )⊗ span
∏
j /∈T
xkrj
 .
of graded vector spaces. It is clear that ϕ commutes with the action of the diagonal subgroup
Zr × · · · × Zr ⊆ Gn; we need only show that ϕ commutes with the action of Sn.
The proof that the map ϕ commutes with the action of Sn uses straightening. Let m =
xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈ EDn,k(z) be a typical basis element and let π.m = x
a1
π1 · · · x
an
πn be the image of m
under a typical permutation π ∈ Sn.
If π.m ∈ EDn,k(z) the definition of ϕ yields ϕ(π.m) = π.ϕ(m).
If π.m /∈ EDn,k(z), by Lemma 5.6 we can write π.m = eµ(π.m)(x
r
n) · bg(π.m) + Σ, where Σ is
a linear combination of monomials in C[xn] which are ≺ π.m. As in the proof of Lemma 5.11,
since m ∈ EDn,k(z) but π.m /∈ EDn,k(z), we know that π.m ≡ Σ in the modules on either side
of Equation 6.11. Iterating this procedure, we see that π.m has the same expansion into the
bases induced from EDn,k(z) on either side of Equation 6.11. This proves that the map ϕ is
Sn-equivariant, so that ϕ is an isomorphism of graded Gn-modules. 
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6.2. The rings Sn,k,s. By Proposition 6.1, the graded isomorphism type of Rn,k is determined by
the graded isomorphism type of Sn,k. The remainder of this section will focus on the rings Sn,k. As
in [14, Sec. 6], to determine the graded isomorphism type of Sn,k we will introduce a more general
class of quotients.
Definition 6.2. Let n, k, s be positive integers with n ≥ k ≥ s. Define Jn,k,s ⊆ C[xn] to be the
ideal
Jn,k,s := 〈x
kr
1 , . . . , x
kr
n , en(x
r
n), en−1(x
r
n), . . . , en−s+1(x
r
n)〉.
Let Sn,k,s := C[xn]/Jn,k,s be the corresponding quotient ring.
When s = k we have Jn,k,k = Jn,k, so that Sn,k,k = Sn,k. Our aim for the remainder of this
section is to build a combinatorial model for the quotient Sn,k,s using the point orbit technique of
Section 4. To this end, for n ≥ k ≥ s let OPn,k,s denote the collection of r-colored k-block ordered
set partitions σ = (B1 | · · · | Bk) of [n+ (k − s)] such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − s, we have n+ i ∈ Bs+i
and n+ i has color 0. For example, we have
(2032 | 1260 | 70 | 517280 | 4190) ∈ OP36,5,2.
Given σ ∈ OPn,k,s, we will refer to the letters n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , n+ (k − s) as big; the remaining
letters will be called small. The group Gn acts on OPn,k,s by acting on the small letters. We model
this action with a point set as follows.
Definition 6.3. Fix positive real numbers 0 < α1 < · · · < αk. Let Zn,k,s ⊆ C
n+(k−s) be the
collection of points (z1, . . . , zn, zn+1, . . . , zn+k−s) such that
• we have zi ∈ {ζ
cαj : 0 ≤ c ≤ r − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ (k − s),
• we have {α1, . . . , αk} = {|z1|, . . . , |zn|}, and
• we have zn+i = αs+i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − s.
It is evident that the point set Zn,k,s is stable under the action of Gn on the first n coordinates
of Cn+(k−s) and that Zn,k,s is isomorphic to the action of Gn on OPn,k,s.
Let I(Zn,k,s) ⊆ C[xn+(k−s)] be the ideal of polynomials which vanish on Yn,k,s and let T(Yn,k,s) ⊆
C[xn+(k−s)] be the corresponding top component ideal. Since xn+i−αn+i ∈ I(Yn,k,s) for all 1 ≤ i ≤
k− s, we have xn+i ∈ T(Yn,k,s). Let ε : C[xn+(k−s)]։ C[xn] be the map which evaluates xn+i = 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k− s and let Tn,k,s := ε(T(Yn,k,s)) be the image of T(Yn,k,s) under ε. Then Tn,k,s is
an ideal in C[xn] and we have an identification of Gn-modules
C[OPn,k,s] ∼= C[xn+(k−s)]/I(Yn,k,s) ∼= C[xn+(k−s)]/T(Yn,k,s) ∼= C[xn]/Tn,k,s.
It will develop that Jn,k,s = Tn,k,s. We can generalize Lemma 4.2 to prove one containment right
away.
Lemma 6.4. We have Jn,k,s ⊆ Tn,k,s.
Proof. We show that every generator of Jn,k,s is contained in Tn,k,s.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
∏r
j=1
∏r−1
c=0(xi − ζ
cαi) ∈ I(Yn,k,s), so that x
kr
i ∈ Tn,k,s.
The proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that ej(x
r
n+(k−s)) ∈ T(Yn,k,s) for all j ≥ n− s+ 1. Applying the
evaluation map ε gives ε : ej(x
r
n+(k−s)) 7→ ej(x
r
n) ∈ Tn,k,s. 
Proving the equality Jn,k,s = Tn,k,s will involve a dimension count. To facilitate this, let us
identify some terms in the initial ideal of In,k,s. The following is a generalization of Lemma 6.5; its
proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 6.5. Let < be the lexicographic term order on monomials in C[xn] and let in<(Jn,k,s) be
the initial ideal of Jn,k,s. We have
• xkri ∈ in<(Jn,k,s) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
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• x(S)r ∈ in<(Jn,k,s) for all S ⊆ [n] with |S| = n− s+ 1.
Lemma 6.5 motivates the following generalization of strongly (n, k)-nonskip monomials.
Definition 6.6. Let Nn,k,s be the collection of monomials m ∈ C[xn] such that
• xkri ∤ m for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
• x(S)r ∤ m for all S ⊆ [n] with |S| = n− s+ 1.
By Lemma 6.5, the set Nn,k,s contains the standard monomial basis of Sn,k,s; we will prove that
these two sets of monomials coincide. Let us first observe a relationship between the monomials in
Nn,k,s and those in Nn+(k−s),k.
Lemma 6.7. If xa11 · · · x
an
n x
an+1
n+1 · · · x
an+(k−s)
n+(k−s) ∈ Nn+(k−s),k, then x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n ∈ Nn,k,s.
Conversely, if xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈ Nn,k,s and 0 ≤ an+1 < an+2 < · · · < an+(k−s) < kr satisfy
an+1 ≡ an+2 ≡ · · · ≡ an+(k−s) ≡ i (mod r)
for some 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 , then xa11 · · · x
an
n x
an+1
n+1 · · · x
an+(k−s)
n+(k−s) ∈ Nn+(k−s),k.
Proof. The first statement is clear from the definitions of Nn+(k−s),k and Nn,k,s. For the second
statement, let m′ := xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈ Nn,k,s and let 0 ≤ an+1 < an+2 < · · · < an+(k−s) < kr be as in
the statement of the lemma. We argue that m := xa11 · · · x
an
n x
an+1
n+1 · · · x
an+(k−s)
n+(k−s) ∈ Nn+(k−s),k.
Since m′ ∈ Nn,k,s, we know that x
kr
i ∤ m for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + (k − s). Let S ⊆ [n + (k − s)] satisfy
|S| = n+ (k − s). We need to show x(S)r ∤ m. If S ⊆ [n], then x(S)r ∤ m because x(S)r ∤ m′. On
the other hand, if n+ i ∈ S for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k− r, the power pn+i of xn+i in x(S)
r is ≥ r · (s+ i).
However, our assumptions on (an+1, an+2, . . . , an+(k−s)) force an+i < r · (k − (s − i)) ≤ r · (s + i),
which implies x(S)r ∤ m. 
We use the map Ψ from Section 4 to count Nn,k,s.
Lemma 6.8. We have |Nn,k,s| = |OPn,k,s|.
Proof. Consider the bijection Ψ : OPn+(k−s),k → Nn+(k−s),k from Section 4. We have OPn,k,s ⊆
OPn+(k−s),k. We leave it for the reader to check that
Ψ(OPn,k,s) = N
′
n,k,s,
where N ′n,k,s consists of those monomials x
a1
1 · · · x
an
n x
an+1
n+1 · · · x
an+(k−s)
n+(k−s) ∈ Nn+(k−s),k which satisfy
(an+1, an+2, . . . , an+(k−s)) = (rs+ (r − 1), r(s + 1) + (r − 1), . . . , r(k − 1) + (r − 1)).
(The +(r− 1) terms come from the fact that the letters n+ 1, . . . , n+ (k − s) all have color 0 and
Ψ involves a complementary color contribution.) Lemma 6.7 applies to show |N ′n,k,s| = |Nn,k,s|. 
We are ready to determine the ungraded isomorphism type of the Gn-module Sn,k,s.
Lemma 6.9. We have Sn,k,s ∼= C[OPn,k,s]. In particular, we have dim(Sn,k,s) = |OPn,k,s|.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4 we have dim(Sn,k,s) ≥ |OPn,k,s|. Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.8 imply that
the standard monomial basis of Sn,k,s with respect to the lexicographic term order has size ≤
|Nn,k,s| = |OPn,k,s|, so that dim(Sn,k,s) = |OPn,k,s|. Lemma 6.4 gives a Gn-module surjection
Sn,k,s ։ C[OPn,k,s]; dimension counting shows that this surjection is an isomorphism. 
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6.3. Idempotents and ej(x
(i∗))⊥. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we want to develop a module-
theoretic analog of acting by the operator ej(x
(i∗))⊥ on Frobenius images. If V is a Gn-module,
acting by ej(x
(i∗))⊥ on Frob(V ) will correspond to taking the image of V under a certain group
algebra idempotent ǫi,j ∈ C[Gn].
Let 1 ≤ j ≤ n and consider the corresponding parabolic subgroup G(n−j,j) = Gn−j ×Gj of Gn.
The factor Gj acts on the last j letters n− j + 1, . . . , n− 1, n of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ǫi,j be the idempotent in the group algebra of Gn given by
(6.13) ǫi,j :=
1
rj · j!
∑
g∈Zr ≀Sj
sign(g) · χ(g)i · g ∈ C[Gn].
(Recall that χ(g) is the product of the nonzero entries in the j × j monomial matrix g.) The
idempotent ǫi,j commutes with the action of Gn−j. In particular, if V is a Gn-module, then ǫi,jV
is a Gn−j-module. The relationship between Frob(V ) and Frob(ǫi,jV ) is as follows.
Lemma 6.10. Let V be a Gn-module, let 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We have
(6.14) Frob(ǫi,jV ) = ej(x
(i∗))⊥Frob(V ).
In particular, if V is graded, we have
(6.15) grFrob(ǫi,jV ; q) = ej(x
(i∗))⊥grFrob(V ; q).
Proof. The proof is a standard application of Frobenius reciprocity and symmetric function theory
(and can be found in [9] in the case r = 1).
It suffices to prove this lemma when V is irreducible, so let V = Sλ for some r-partition λ ⊢r n.
Consider the parabolic subgroup G(n−j,j) ⊆ Gn. Irreducible representations of G(n−j,j) have the
form Sµ ⊗ Sν for µ ⊢r n− j and ν ⊢r j. By Frobenius reciprocity, we have
(multiplicity of Sµ ⊗ Sν in ResGnG(n−j,j)S
λ) = (multiplicity of Sλ in IndGnG(n−j,j)S
µ ⊗ Sν)
= (coefficient of sλ(x) in sµ(x) · sν(x)).
The coefficient of sλ(x) in the Schur expansion of sµ(x) · sν(x) is
cλµ,ν := c
λ(1)
µ(1),ν(1)
· · · cλ
(r)
µ(r),ν(r)
,
where the numbers cλ
(1)
µ(1) ,ν(1)
, . . . , cλ
(r)
µ(r),ν(r)
are Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
By the last paragraph, we have the isomorphism of G(n−j,j)-modules
(6.16) ResGnG(n−j,j)S
λ ∼=
⊕
µ⊢rn−j
ν⊢rj
cλµ,ν(S
µ ⊗ Sν),
which implies the isomorphism of Gn−j-modules
(6.17) ǫi,jS
λ ∼=
⊕
µ⊢rn−j
ν⊢rj
cλµ,ν(S
µ ⊗ ǫi,jS
ν).
However, since the idempotent ǫi,j projects onto the ν0 := (∅, . . . , (1
j), . . . ,∅)-isotypic component
of any Gj-module (where the nonempty partition is in position i), we have
(6.18) ǫi,jS
ν =
{
Sν0 ν = ν0
0 ν 6= ν0.
Since Sν0 is 1-dimensional, we deduce
(6.19) ǫi,jS
λ ∼=
⊕
µ⊢rn−j
cλµ,ν0S
µ,
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or
(6.20) Frob(ǫi,jS
λ) =
∑
µ⊢rn−j
cλµ,ν0sµ(x).
To complete the proof, observe that Frob(Sν0) = ej(x
(i)) and apply the definition of adjoint
operators (together with the dualizing operation i 7→ i∗ in the relevant inner product 〈·, ·〉). 
We will need to consider the action of the idempotent ǫi,j on polynomials in C[xn]. Our basic tool
is the following lemma describing the action of ǫi,j on monomials in the variables xn−j+1, . . . , xn.
Lemma 6.11. Let (an−j+1, . . . , an) be a length j sequence of nonnegative integers and consider
the corresponding monomial x
an−j+1
n−j+1 · · · x
an
n . Unless the numbers an−j+1, . . . , an are distinct and all
congruent to −i modulo r, we have
(6.21) ǫi,j · (x
an−j+1
n−j+1 · · · x
an
n ) = 0.
Furthermore, if (a′n−j+1, . . . , a
′
n) is a rearrangement of (an−j+1, . . . , an), we have
(6.22) ǫi,j · (x
an−j+1
n−j+1 · · · x
an
n ) = ±ǫi,j · (x
a′n−j+1
n−j+1 · · · x
a′n
n ).
Proof. Recall that Gn acts on C[xn] by linear substitutions. In particular, if 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and
π ∈ Sn ⊆ Gn, we have π.xℓ = xπℓ. Moreover, if g = diag(g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn is a diagonal matrix, we
have g.xℓ = g
−1
ℓ xℓ. Using these rules, the lemma is a routine computation. 
The group Gj acts on the quotient ring Vn,k,j := C[xn−j+1, . . . , xn]/〈x
kr
n−j+1, . . . , x
kr
n 〉. For any
1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ǫi,jVn,k,j be the image of Vn,k,j under ǫi,j. Then ǫi,jVn,k,j is a graded vector space on
which the idempotent ǫi,j acts as the identity operator. As a consequence of Lemma 6.11, the set
of polynomials
(6.23) {ǫi,j · (x
an−j+1
n−j+1 · · · x
an
n ) : 0 ≤ an−j+1 < · · · < an < kr, aℓ ≡ −i (mod r) for all ℓ}
descends to a basis for ǫi,jVn,k,j. Counting the degrees of the monomials appearing in the above
set, we have the Hilbert series
(6.24) Hilb(ǫi,jVn,k,j; q) = q
j·(r−i)+r·(j2)
[
k
j
]
qr
.
The following generalization of [14, Lem. 6.8] uses the spaces ǫi,jVn,k,j to relate the modules ǫi,jSn,k
and Sn−j,k,k−j.
Lemma 6.12. As graded Gj-modules we have ǫi,jSn,k ∼= Sn−j,k,k−j ⊗ ǫi,jVn,k,j.
Proof. Write yn−j = (y1, . . . , yn−j) = (x1, . . . , xn−j) and zj = (z1, . . . , zj) = (xn−j+1, . . . , xn), so
that C[xn] = C[yn−j, zj ]. The operator ǫi,j ∈ C[Gj ] acts on the z variables and commutes with the
y variables.
There is a natural multiplication map
(6.25) µ˜ : C[yn−j ]⊗ ǫi,jVn,k,j → ǫi,jC[xn]/ǫi,jJn,k ∼= ǫi,jSn,k
coming from the assignment f(yn−j) ⊗ g(zj) 7→ f(yn−j)g(zj). The map µ˜ commutes with the
action of Gn−j on the y variables. We show that µ˜ descends to the desired isomorphism.
We calculate
(6.26) ǫi,j(ed(y
r
n−j, z
r
j)) =
∑
a+b=d
ea(y
r
n−j)ǫi,j(eb(z
r
j)) = ed(y
r
n−j)
for any d > 0. It follows that ed(y
r
n−j) ∈ ǫi,jJn,k for all d > n − k. For any f(zj) ∈ ǫi,jVn,k,j we
have
(6.27) µ˜(ykrℓ ⊗ f(zj)) = y
kr
ℓ f(zj) = y
kr
ℓ ǫi,j(f(zj)) = ǫi,j(y
kr
ℓ f(zj)) ∈ ǫi,jJn,k,
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where we used the fact that ǫi,j acts as the identity operator on ǫi,jVn,k,j.
By the last paragraph, we have Jn−j,k,k−j ⊗ ǫi,jVn,k,j ⊆ Ker(µ˜). The map µ˜ therefore induces a
map
(6.28) µ : Sn−j,k,k−j ⊗ ǫi,jVn,k,j → ǫi,jC[xn]/ǫi,jJn,k ∼= ǫi,jSn,k.
To determine the dimension of the target of µ, consider the action of ǫi,j on C[OPn,k]. Given
σ ∈ OPn,k, we have ǫi,j.σ = 0 if and only if two of the big letters n−j+1, . . . , n−1, n lie in the same
block of σ. Moreover, if σ′ is obtained from σ by rearranging the letters n−j+1, . . . , n−1, n and/or
changing their colors, then ǫi,j.σ
′ is a scalar multiple of ǫi,j.σ. By Theorem 4.12, the dimension of
the target of µ is
(6.29) dim(ǫi,jSn,k) = dim(ǫi,jC[OPn,k]) =
(
k
j
)
· |OPn−j,k,k−j|,
where the binomial coefficient
(k
j
)
comes from deciding which of the k blocks of σ receive the j
big letters. On the other hand, Lemma 6.9 and the discussion after Lemma 6.11 imply that the
domain of µ also has dimension given by (6.29). To prove that µ gives the desired isomorphism, it
is therefore enough to show that µ is surjective.
To see that µ is surjective, let Cn,k,j be the set of polynomials of the form ǫi,jm(xn), where
m(xn) = m(yn−j) ·m(zj) ∈ Nn,k has the property that m(zj) = z
a1
1 · · · z
aj
j with a1 < · · · < aj and
aℓ ≡ −i (mod r) for all ℓ. We claim that Cn,k,j descends to a basis of ǫi,jSn,k.
Since N rn,k is a basis of Sn,k, the set {ǫi,jm(xn) : m(xn) ∈ Nn,k} spans ǫi,jSn,k. Let m(xn) =
m(yn−j) ·m(zj) ∈ Nn,k. By Lemma 6.11, we have ǫi,jm(xn) = 0 unless m(zj) = z
a1
1 · · · z
aj
j with
(a1, . . . , aj) distinct and aℓ ≡ −i (mod r) for all ℓ. Also, if m(zj)
′ = z
a′1
1 · · · z
a′j
j for any permutation
(a′1, . . . , a
′
j) of (a1, . . . , aj), then ǫi,jm(xn) = ±ǫi,jm(yn−j) ·m(zj)
′. It follows that Cn,k,j descends
to a spanning set of ǫi,jSn,k.
Lemmas 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 imply
(6.30) |Cn,k,j| =
(
k
j
)
· |OPn−j,k,k−j| = dim(ǫi,jSn,k).
It follows that Cn,k,j descends to a basis of ǫi,jSn,k.
Consider a typical element ǫi,jm(xn) = m(yn−j) · ǫi,jm(zj) ∈ Cn,k,j. We have
(6.31) µ(m(yn−j)⊗ ǫi,jm(zj)) = m(yn−j) · ǫi,jm(zj) = ǫi,jm(xn),
so that ǫi,jm(xn) lies in the image of µ. It follows that µ is surjective. 
By Lemma 6.12, we have
ej(x
(i∗))⊥grFrob(Sn,k; q) = Hilb(ǫi,jV
r
n,k,j; q) · grFrob(S
r
n−j,k,k−r; q)(6.32)
= qj·(r−i)+r·(
j
2)
[
k
j
]
qr
· grFrob(Srn−j,k,k−r; q).(6.33)
It we want grFrob(Sn,k; q) to satisfy the same recursion that Dn,k(x; q) satisfies from Lemma 3.10,
our goal is therefore
Lemma 6.13.
(6.34) grFrob(Sn−j,k,k−j; q) =
min(k,n−j)∑
m=max(1,k−j)
qr·(k−m)·(n−j−m)
[
j
k −m
]
qr
grFrob(Sn−j,m; q).
Proof. This is proven using the same reasoning as in the proofs of [14, Lem. 6.9, Lem. 6.10]; one
just makes the change of variables (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
r
1, . . . , x
r
n) and q 7→ q
r. 
We are ready to describe the graded isomorphism types of Sn,k and Rn,k.
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Theorem 6.14. Let n, k, and r be positive integers with n ≥ k and r ≥ 2. We have
(6.35) grFrob(Sn,k; q) =Dn,k(x; q)
and
(6.36) grFrob(Rn,k; q) =
n−k∑
z=0
qkrz · s∅,...,∅,(z)(x) ·Dn−z,k(x; q).
When k = n, the graded Frobenius image of Rn,n = Sn,n was calculated by Stembridge [22].
Proof. By Lemma 6.13 (and the discussion preceding it), Lemma 3.10, and induction, we see that
(6.37) ej(x
(i∗))⊥grFrob(Sn,k; q) = ej(x
(i∗))⊥Dn,k(x; q)
for all j ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Lemma 3.9 therefore gives the first statement. The second statement
is a consequence of Proposition 6.1. 
Example 6.15. Theorem 6.14 may be verified directly in the case n = k = 1. We have S1,1 =
R1,1 = C[x1]/〈x
r
1〉. The group G1
∼= G = 〈ζ〉 acts on S1,1 by ζ.x
i
1 = ζ
−ixi1 for 0 ≤ i < r. Recalling
our convention for the characters of the cyclic group G, we have
(6.38) grFrob(S1,1; q) = s∅,...,∅,(1) · q
0 + · · ·+ s∅,(1),...,∅ · q
r−2 + s(1),∅,...,∅ · q
r−1.
On the other hand, the elements of SYTr(1) are the tableaux
(∅,∅, . . . , 1 ), . . . , (∅, 1 , . . . ∅), ( 1 ,∅, . . . ,∅).
The major indices of these tableaux are (from left to right) r − 1, . . . , 1, 0. By Proposition 3.8 we
have
(6.39) D1,1(x; q) = revq
[
s∅,...,∅,(1) · q
r−1 + · · ·+ s∅,(1),...,∅ · q
1 + s(1),∅,...,∅ · q
0
]
,
which agrees with Theorem 6.14.
Example 6.16. Let us consider Theorem 6.14 in the case (n, k, r) = (3, 2, 2). By Proposition 3.8,
the only elements of SYT2(3) which contribute to D3,2(x; q) are those with ≥ 1 descent.
1
2
3 , ∅
1 2
3 , ∅
1 3
2 , ∅
1
2 , 3 1 2 , 3
1
3 , 2 1 3 , 2
2
3 , 1
1 ,
2
3 1 , 2 3 2 ,
1
3 2 , 1 3 3 ,
1
2 ∅ ,
1 2
3 ∅ ,
1 3
2 ∅ ,
1
2
3
The major indices of these tableaux are (in matrix format)
(
6 4 2 7 5 3 3 5
8 4 6 6 4 7 5 9
)
while the
descent numbers are
(
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
)
. The statistic maj(T ) + r
(n−k
2
)
− r(n− k)des(T )
appearing in the exponent in Proposition 3.8 is therefore
(
2 2 0 3 3 1 1 3
4 2 4 4 2 5 3 5
)
. If we apply
ω and multiply by
[des(T )
n−k
]
qr
= [des(T )]q2 , we see that D3,2(x; q) is the q-reversal of
(6.40) s(3),∅ · (q
2 + q4) + s(2,1),∅ · q
2 + s(2,1),∅ · q
0 + s(2),(1) · (q
3 + q5)
+ s(1,1),(1) · q
3 + s(2),(1) · q
1 + s(1,1),(1) · q
1 + s(2),(1) · q
3
+ s(1),(2) · (q
4 + q6) + s(1),(1,1) · q
2 + s(1),(2) · q
4 + s(1),(1,1) · q
4
+ s(1),(2) · q
2 + s∅,(2,1) · q
5 + s∅,(2,1) · q
3 + s∅,(3) · (q
5 + q7).
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Collecting powers of q and applying revq, the graded Frobenius image grFrob(S3,2; q) is
(6.41) s∅,(3) · q
0 + s(1),(2) · q
1 + (s(2),(1) + s∅,(2,1) + s∅,(3)) · q
2
+ (s(3),∅ + 2s(1),(2) + s(1),(1,1)) · q
3 + (2s(2),(1) + s(1,1),(1) + s∅,(2,1)) · q
4
+ (s(3),∅ + s(2,1),∅ + s(1),(1,1) + s(1),(2)) · q
5 + (s(2),(1) + s(1,1),(1)) · q
6 + s(2,1),∅ · q
7.
Let us calculate grFrob(R3,2; q). A shorter calculation (left to the reader) shows that D2,2(x; q)
is given by
(6.42) s∅,(2) · q
0 + s(1),(1) · q
1 + (s(2),∅ + s∅,(1,1)) · q
2 + s(1),(1) · q
3 + s(1,1),∅ · q
4.
By Theorem 6.14, the Frobenius image grFrob(R3,2; q) is given by adding the product of (6.42) and
s(∅,(1))(x) · q
4 to (6.41). Applying the Pieri rule we see that the Schur expansion of grFrob(R3,2; q)
is
(6.43) (expression in (6.41)) + (s∅,(3) + s∅,(2,1)) · q
4 + (s(1),(2) + s(1),(1,1)) · q
5
+ (s(2),(1) + s∅,(2,1) + s∅,(1,1,1)) · q
6 + (s(1),(2) + s(1),(1,1)) · q
7 + s(1,1),(1) · q
8.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a quotient Rn,k of the polynomial ring C[xn] whose structure is
governed by the combinatorics of the set of k-dimensional faces Fn,k in the Coxeter complex attached
to Gn, where Gn = Zr ≀Sn is a wreath product.
Problem 7.1. Let W ⊂ GLn(C) be a complex reflection group and let 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Find a graded
W -module RW,k which generalizes Rn,k.
The quotient RW,k in Problem 7.1 should have combinatorics governed by the k-dimensional
faces FW,k of some Coxeter complex-like object attached to W . A natural collection of groups W
to look at is the G(r, p, n) family of reflection groups. Recall that, for positive integers r, p, n with
p | r, the group G(r, p, n) is defined by
(7.1) G(r, p, n) := {g ∈ Gn : the product of the nonzero entries in g is a (r/p)
th root of unity}.
It is well known that the G(r, p, n)-invariant polynomials C[xn]
G(r,p,n) have algebraically inde-
pendent generators e1(x
r
n), e2(x
r
n), . . . , en−1(x
r
n), and (x1 · · · xn)
r/p. However, even in the case of
G(2, 2, n) which is isomorphic to the real reflection group of type Dn, the authors have been unable
to construct a quotient of C[xn] which carries an action of G(2, 2, n) whose dimension is given by
the number of k-dimensional faces in the Dn-Coxeter complex.
If W is any real reflection group and F is any field, there is an F-algebra HW (0) of dimension
|W | called the 0-Hecke algebra attached to W . When W is the symmetric group Sn, there is an
action of HW (0) on the polynomial ring F[xn] given by the isobaric Demazure operators (see [15]).
When W = Sn, Huang and Rhoades proved that the ideal
(7.2) 〈hk(x1), hk(x1, x2), . . . , hk(x1, x2, . . . , xn), en(xn), en−1(xn), . . . , en−k+1(xn)〉 ⊆ F[xn]
is stable under this action, and that the corresponding quotient of F[xn] gives a graded version of
a natural action of HSn(0) on k-block ordered set partitions of [n]. This suggests the following
problem.
Problem 7.2. Let W be a real reflection group of rank n, let HW (0) be the 0-Hecke algebra attached
to W , and let 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Describe a natural action of W on the set of k-dimensional faces in the
Coxeter complex of W . Give a graded this action as a W -stable quotient of F[xn].
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Another possible direction for future research is motivated by the Delta Conjecture and the
Parking Conjecture of Armstrong, Reiner, and Rhoades [2]. Let W be an irreducible real reflec-
tion group with reflection representation V and Coxeter number h, and consider a homogeneous
system of parameters θ1, . . . , θn ∈ C[V ]h+1 of degree h + 1 carrying the dual V
∗ of the reflection
representation. Armstrong et. al. introduce an inhomogeneous deformation (Θ − x) of the ideal
(Θ) = (θ1, . . . , θn) ⊆ C[V ] generated by the θi and conjecture a relationship between the quo-
tient C[V ]/(Θ − x) and (W × Zh)-set Park
NC
W of ‘W -noncrossing parking functions’ defined via
Coxeter-Catalan theory.
When W = Sn is the symmetric group, the ‘classical’ h.s.o.p. quotient C[V ]/(Θ) is known to
have graded Frobenius image given by (the image under ω of, after a q-shift) the Delta conjecture
in the case k = n at the specialization t = 1/q. In [14, Prob. 7.8] the problem was posed of finding
a ‘k ≤ n’ extension of the Parking Conjecture for any real reflection group W . The authors are
hopeful that the quotients studied in this paper will be helpful in this endeavor.
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